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The System of Sounds of English and Russian

1. Introduction

The attempt made here is to consider language in terms of descriptive

linguistics. This is a method of studying a language which grew up pri-

marily within the discipline of anthropology. It consists, in essence,

of examining a language the way a naturalist examines the world around

him. Descriptive linguistics is concerned, as its name implies, with

describing languages as they are. It is concerned with finding out how

languages work and identifying the relevant units in terms of which the

utterances of the 'anguage may be analyzed. The descriptive linguist is

interested in the structure of a language, i.e., the way the units at

various levels, (e.g. s:,unds, words) are employed and the complex re-

lations among them.

In proceeding to discover the structural system underlying the use of a

given language, linguistics makes a key use of the principle of contrast.

When two utterances constitute different messages they are said to be in

contrast. If the two contrasting utterances are alike except for one

part in each, then these two parts are in contrast. By repeated substi-

tution of different parts and comparison of the resulting utterances the

linguist determines the relevant units. All utterances can then be de-

scribed in terms of these units and the kinds of arrangements in which

they occur. The interchangeability of units at various points in An ut-

terance i which the linguist discovers by the procedures of substititioniu.
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is called commutation.

Descriptive linguists apply this principle of contrast separately to the

sounds and to the grammar of a language, and on each of these two sepa-

rately considered strata they postulate as fundamental the minimum com-

mutable units which can be found. In the sound system of a language

these minimal units are called phommes; in the grammatical system the

minimal units are called morphemes:.

91 In the investigation of speech sounds, the directly relevant fields of

linguistics are known as aonetics and phonemics.

1 Phonetics concerns the details of pronunciation. A phonetic description

is usually presented in terms of what goes on in the moth ana throat

to produce a certain sound. The various component features that can be

isolated as contributing to the total impression of the sour.] are men-

tioned. That is, the ,'way the lips are held is one thing that would

be noted -- whether they arc close together or far apart, whether they

are protruded or drawn Wk. The porition of the tongue would figure

in the description--whether flat in the mouth or bunched up, whether

some part of it is close to or touching the roof of the mouth. The

condition of the throat also enters in--whether constricted or open -as

does the activity of the larynx, which can be closed or can be opened

to allow air to pass throughtgiving various types of sound production.

Also the way all these circumstances change as the sounds are being pro-

duced is important to the description. Based on such Information, some

account is given of the audible effects or 1.111111122 associated with

the different articulatory features. In the ideal case a phonetic analysis

is pursued to the point where a trained reader can have a substantially
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adequate idea of the original sound.

Phonemics deals with the question of which sound differences in a given

language are the ones that really matter. Sufficiently careful listening

reveals a tremendous range of possible sounds in any language, but lin-

guistic investigation establishes only a limited number of units which

sufficiently account for the use of sounds as a signalling system for

speakers of that particular language. Anything a speaker may say in some

1Pnrvre ono! given utterance) can be made dirtinet in pronnnnietion from other1....1110
utterances only by virtue of certein cntrstive diffrxeners. These can be

seen in their nest basic form ac differences which are mode hetwecn

differt!nt words. Fir instance) in English,

from sum

sun is distinguishable from each of the following: from sin

from fun;

each of these contrastive) meaningful differences-sun versus sum, sun

versus sin, sun versus funestablisbes a phonemic distinction in English.

In determining what message a speaker is imparting, the ordinary listen-

ing behavior of the native user of a language does not take account of

phonetic differences which do not correspond to phonemic distinctions.

Other differences between sounds which may be just as noticeable from

the point of view of physical mesturement, still do not prevent the sounds

in question from being regarded as equivalent by users of a given language.

ch A pair of sounds that differ in a given vay phonetically may be phonemic-

ally dist:net in one language but not in another.

6:110 illustrate this, consider the phonetic quality of yolgArga Voicing

IS the humming sound pitstaxma produced by the vibration of the vocal cords
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in the larynx.

The difference between a voiced sound and a voiceless one can be important

in English, as may be seen from such . pairs as:

razor lazy dozing rival avid leaving

racer la°, dosing rifle aphid leafing

The first row have voiced sounds (z 7, Cy 71 and the second row have

voiceless sounds Es 7, L7f 7, in the middle of the words.f, Otherwise, each

word in the lower row is the closest possible match in sound to the word

above it, so that the two form what linguists often refer to as a

minimal pair. The difference between the voiced and voiceless sounds in

the middle of the vordo 13 tne only signiil.cant distinction in pronuncia-

tion between the two different English words in each pair. On the basis

of such data we say that there are distinct ihonemes /z/ and /s/, and like-

wise /v/ and /f/, in English. When representing phonemes in writing, using

a single phonemic symbol for each, the most usual convention is to write

these between slant lines, while symbols for sounds being considered

purely phonetically are put within square brackets.

I In like way as was done for English, the existence of a phonemic distinction

between /z/ oni, /s/ and between /v/ and /11 can be demonstrated for Russian.

. ti

/
pRea of a time (gen. sing.)

poc/a race

/
simian sane

route griffin

1038

Koos
/

COP8
/

coda

goat

scythe

owl

sofa

3y6

cyn

.
138HT14

.

48 HT it

tooth

soup

shrouds

forfeits

tit
By prolongirog the sounds (dotezmsing dosesssssing; leayvvvving--

leafffffing) while holding one's fingers against the Adam's tipple it is pos-

sible to feel the vibrations in the larynx for (s 7 and (v.) and
to note their absence for t J and r f 7.
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(I) In Spanish, also, we can find instances of rzg and EA:7:

Ez 7 in 571 in

mismo same sus his, her, their (plural)
4NIM EM.

fresno ash tree denso dense

eslavo Slav falso false

esbozo a sketch esposo spouse

desde since esta that

rasgo I tear rasco I scratch

deshielo a thaw desjunto I disjoint

deshueso I debone asfalto asphalt

and generally in casa house
l,'

The differencl between Spanish fzg and rj is not a contrastive dif-

ference. It is impossible to produce two distinguishable utterances in

Spanish for which an opposition between cz7 and rs 7 has to ba con-

sidered as the basf.& for discrimination. No word has L7z 7 in just the

circumstances where a different word might have fog, or vice versa.

In a case like this, where the phonetic difference is not independently

significant for signalling what has been said, the distinction is called

allophonic. Thus, for Spanish, rs 7 and Col are said to be !Alan=

of a single phoneme /s/.

liThe feature of voicing is, then, not something that matters in the system

of the language as far as Spanish Cs 7 and Cs --7 are concerned. It does,

however, serve to make a phonemic distinction between /d/ and /t /.

dia day

tfe. aunt
just as with Russian

Atim I shall give

TOM there

undyed
or English

untied
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There are languages, though, for which no phonemic distinctions depend

upon voicing. In Cree, for instance, there are words which have a

Ld7 -sound and words which have a ft 7-sound.

Ld 7 in n'tehi my heart

Lt 7 in kit hi your heart
A

But there can be no words which differ only by the one having L-t7
where the other has /d 7; this is not a distinction which is ever in-

dependently significan'" and both the above words have the Cree phoneme

Examples have been given of English (and Russian) word-distinguishing

phoneme pairs which differ essentially in that one is voiced and the

other voiceless: /z/ versus /8/, /v/ versus /0, /d/ versus /t/. On

the other hand, there are instances in English and Russian where sounds

occur which differ as to voicing, but where the difference is not distinc-

tive. For example, in normally rapid pronunciation, 1 is

voiced in glue Bligh

voiceless in clue ply.

This is only a phonetic difference among sounds assigned to the same

phoneme /1/. We never come across different English utterances conveying

different messages and having as their sole essential distinction the

IP

occurrence of a voiceless 1-type sound in one where a voiced 1 occurs in

the other. Russian, too, may have both voiced and voiceless I.

voiced xe3n
red

)1rJ of needles (gen. pl.)

voiceless Cullen sense tow cycle

Again, this is without phonemic consequences, since both types count as in-

stances of the same fundamental sound.

These statements apply to the Ft. Albany, Ont., dialect of Cree, as re-

presented in materials obtained by Rev. Dr. C. Douglas Ellis.
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In Welch there can be words which differ in that one has a voiced 1 where

the other has a corresponding voiceless sound (written 11 in Welsh spelling),

making this a phonemic distinction.

potel bottle sil spawn (noun)

castell castle sill syllable

Speakers of any language have developed ingrained habits of identifying

as the same sound the phonetically different allophones which do not,

contrast in their language but count an members of the same phoneme. At

first in listening to a new language people react largely in terms of

their native-language identifications. Therefore, in comparing the pro-

nunciation of two languagellit is useful to consider not only the dif-

ferences in phonetic details but also the way in which the sounds of

each are organised as a system of signalling units. It is in this lat-

ter regard that the techniques and categories of descriptive linguistics

are ptcrticultrly helpful, through the explication of what phonemes and

vhat system of phonemic contrasts each language has and in pointing

out hey the two ways of organising sounds mesh and how they clash.
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In the text which follows, the sound system of Enslish is presented

first, together with some technical linguistic notions about how the souncfs

(chap. 2). Chapter 3of a language are organized deals si,nilarly and a

bit more summarily with Russian, includin; mention of certain of the

problems in determining exactly what is the orr,anization of sounds found

there. Then, as the core of this book, the sounds of the two languages

are set over against each other in chapter 4.

In contrasting the two lan:ua3es, it is important to realize that we

are not comparing two exactly fixed and nnvaryin sets of speech habits.

American English, the kind with which we are vainly concerned, shows

extensive regional and social variationlet alone the different sorts of

prevalent pronunciation found 6n other continents. There is aAso a

considerable variety of tyies of standard Russian, althou,;h not as wide a

range as for EnllisFi. In the discussion, then, there will be occasions

for referring to different dialects of the two languat,es. That term is used

C4
here in the sense it has in lint;uisticssto cover the speech of any ,,rouA thatI

wcethis sufficiently uniform to be described together as a single system.

In this sense of the word it follows automatically that everyone .110 speis

speaks some dialect of son* language. The dialects of interest in this

work are all acceptable and standard varieties either of English or

of Russian.

ENDChapter I
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2. A CONDENSED DESCRIPTION OF
ENGLISH PHONOLOGY

2.1 Consonants

In English, twenty-four phonemically distinct consonant

sounds are used to distinguish words. Examples of each are

given below, after the phonemic symbol which will be used to

represent it in this study.

/p/ pie Poe pop, wrapper Phillip

/b/ buy beau Bob jabber hubbub

/m/ Ey mow mom hammer summum

/t/ tie toe tot hatter Whittet

/d/ dye dough dud adder wedded

/n/ nigh know nun manner cannon

/k/ ';1C (chi) coo kick lacquer psychic

/g/ guy go gig dagger Gehrig

/4/ young hanger r11&11.11

/f/ fie foe fife gaffer tariff

/v/ vie vow verve cadaver olive

/0/ thigh thaw wrath author Edith

PS/ thy though wreathe lather



/8/ sigh

/z/ Zion

id/ shy

/Y/

al chive

/1/ live

/1/ lie

In rye

hil/ Y(Eye)

/y/ yil

/h/ high

no initial consonant eye
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so sauce Vassar basis

zoo Z'o hazard eases

show shush dasher

azure

relish

chew church catcher ostrich

Joe judge badger village

low lull valor laurel

roe rear error horror

woe wcw power duo (duwow)

you

hoe

owe

joy lawyer clayey

There are several ways in which the consonants in English

can be grouped naturally into sets exhibiting certain relation-

ships.

There are sixteen consonants which can be grouped in pairs,

of which one is voiceless--produced without vibration of the vocal cords

--while the other is regularly voiced, accompanied by vocal-cord vibration.

These pairs--oith the voiceless member of each pair given

first--are as follows:

/p/ /h/

/t/ - /d/

/k/ /8/

/f/ - /v/

/9/ /t/



/8/ - /z/

/g/ /Y/

fe'/ /3/

For the other eight consonant phonemes no difference

between vioceless and voiced sounds ever functions to make a

distinction between words. Of the eight, /h/ can be

considered as normally voiceless, the others (/m/, /n/, /9/,

/1/, /r/, /w/, /y/), normally voiced. (Actually some of

these may at times be voiceless, e.g. /1/, /r/, /w/ in

click /klik/, crick /klAk/, quick /kwik/, but this condition is

induced automatically by the preceding consonant and does not

by itself serve to distinguish words.)

For each of the first three voiceless-voiced pairs there is

a third related phoneme for which the position of lips and

tongue is the same, but the nasal passage is open.

/p/, /b/ /m/ /t/, /d/ /n/ /k/, /g/ -

Some of the consonants involve a complete locking, for

a moment, of the air passages, and so are sounds which

cannot be indefinitely prolonged. These are referred

to as stops.
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Sounds which are not stops are called continuants.

Some of these involve the rough passage of the air at some

point of the mouth, creating a noisy effect. These are

called fricatives (involving friction).

The two English phonemes /* and /1/, which begin as

stops and end as fricatives, are sometimes called affricates.

The continuants without appreciable frictional disturbance

of the breat stream are called resonsnts:

/m/, /al, /9/, /1/, /r/, /w/, /Y/

The ones said so that air can pass through the nose--

/m/, /n/, /9/--are called nasals.

Vowels, to be treated in section 2.2, are also resonants.

The English phoneme /h/ is special in that, while it involves

friction, this is not friction localized at some point in

the mouth but a generalized roughness of a sort known

as "cavity friction."

(The terms which have been applied here to English

sounds are terms used in linguistics for describing the sounds

of any language.)
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Further useful groupings of sounds are possible based on

similarities in the formation of the sounds in the mouth.

Involvement of lips:

/p/, /1,/, /m/ /f/, /v/ - /w/0

Tip of tongue near or against teeth:

/t/, /d/, /n/ - /8/, /z/ /e/, /5/ / /

Tongue against or close to hard palate:

M/, /31/ - /8/, /z/ - /Y/ - In

Back part of tongue involved:

/k/, /g/, /9/.

There are technical terms to describe the various mouth-part
positions for all these sounds, as:
/p/, /b/, /m/ : bilabial (both lips together).
/f/, /v/ : labio-dental (lower lip and upper teeth)

/0/, /61 : inter-dental (tongue between teeth)
/t/, /d/, /n/, /s/, /z/ : alveolar (tip of tongue against or

approaching the gum ridge (alveoli)).
/X/, /j/, /s/, /z/, /y/ : palatal (tongue against or approaching

the roof of the mouth (palate)).
/k/, /g/, /9/ : velar (tongue touching--it could be merely near- -

the soft palate (velum) , the back part of the
roof of the mouth).

And more specialized terms:
/1/ : lateral - the tongue may touch the roof of the mouth but

the sides (latera) are left open.

In : retroflex - the upper surface of the tongue made partly
concave by the bending up (or bending back, hence retrofle-
xion) of the tongue tip.

/w/ : is usually said to be labial rather than bilabila, as the
lips are pursed rather than brought toward each other.
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2.2 Vowels

Vowel phonemes of English, as they will be represented in

in this study, are illustrated by the examples following:

/1/ miss bit fill

/e/ mess bet fell

/02/ mass boat Hal

/4%/ muss but hull

/a/ mosque bot-fly doll

/0/ sauce bought fall

/u/ puss foot full

Those vowel sounds which usually involve appreciable change

in the position of the tongue or lips are regarded as diph-

thongs, combinations of a vowel phoneme with a following glide.

The glide phonemes of English are /y/ and /w/: the glides are

produced by movement of the tongue and lips from the position

they have for some vowel toward the position they would have

for /y/ at the beginning of a word. We will use the term nucleus

to refer either to one of the simple vowels ("monophthongs")

illustrated above or to a diphthong. (The term has been chosen

since a vowel or diphthong forms the nucleus,, or indis-

pensable central core of a syllable.)
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The diphthongs generally present in American English are:

/iy/ geese beet feel

/oy/ mace bait fail

/ay/ mice bite file

/oy/ moist quoit foil

/aw/ mouse bout fowl

/ow/ most boat foal.

/uw/ moose boot fool

The vowels which can occur before in English present

many special problems fox a linguistic description, and further

discussion will be given to them in a later section. One

obvious factor involved is that many kinds of English speech

do not have an r sound except when a vowel follows (this is

often called "r-less" English). In this study the other type

of speech ("r-ful" English) will generally be discussed.

The ordinary combinations of nuclei and following In when the /r/ is

not in turn followed by another vowel will be represented as follows:

fir/ shear

ler/ share /ur/ sure

/Ar/ shirr /ayr/ shire

/ar/ shard /awn/ sour

/or/ /short
shore
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While the consonant phonemes show a remarkable degree

of stability throughout the English-speaking world, different

dialects vary tremendously as to vowel nuclei Dialects

Ciffer as to what nucleus occurs in a given word, as for example:

whether creek is /kriyk/ or /krik/; whether dog is /dog/ or /dag/;

whether soot is buwt/, /sut/, or s t/. They differ also as to

total number of vowel nuclei used to distinguish words, especially

by having diphthongs other than those listed above. The extra

diphthongs may appear in quite different sets of words. For

example, a diphthong we would represent by / w/ may be found both

in the dialects of certain speakers from Toronto, and of certain

speakers from Philadelphia; but for the Torontan it replaces

/aw/ in mouse, while for the Philadelphian it replaces /ow/ in

coke.

Most fundamentally, dialects differ as to how many sets

of words are kept distinct by phonemic differences between

vowel nuclei. For example, speakers of American English from

certain areas do not make the contrast--represented in thie, study,

however--between /0/ and /a/ before a consonant (not including

1
This is not to say that differences regarding consonants

are absent. We have already mentioned the difference between
"r-full" and "r-less" English. Another well-known difference
is the identity of whale, whether, which with weil, weather, witch,
in some dialects but not in others.
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/y/, or necessarily In or at the end of a word:

stalk /stok/ : stock /stak/

caught /kot/ : cot /kat/

dawn /don/ : Don /dan/

Claude /klpd/ : clod klad/

law /10/ : la /1a/

paw /po/ : pa /pa/

Various contrasts are made by large groups of speakers of

English, but not represented in this study. This omission is based

on the feeling that these contrasts are not sufficiently wide-

spread to merit inclusion on a par with the generally prevalent

system of vowel contrasts which we are endeavoring to represent

here. Some of the more important cases of such additional

distinctions will be mentioned in a later section.
2

There are also cases where two different dialects, even

having the same phonemes, may differ in that a certain contrast

is maintained in one dialect in invironments of adjacent sounds

where the other dialet makes no contrast. The customary distinction

in English between /i/ and /et, as in hid, /hid/ and head /hed/

2
Certain examples are interesting not for their prevalence, but
only to show the extent to which dialects differ in the phonemic
contrasts maintained among vowel nuclei. For instance, pairs
like beet and beat, meet and meat, et cetera, which have ident-
ical pronunciations for the vast majority of speakers of English,
still are phonemically distinct in certain dialects of Scotland.
There are even speakers of English who have different vowel
nuclei in poll and pole.
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obtains also in most dialects before /0; however many southern midland

dialects of American English do not distinguish those phonemes

before /n/, so that tin=ten, Lind -lend, mint - meant, since=sense,

and clinch=clench.

There is one quite widespread type of distinction in

vowels which is not represented in the usual transcription

of this study. This seems to be mainly a matter of length.

Examples of such length contrasts (not necessarily to be

heard from the same speakers) are given below. The length,

elsewhere in this study disregarded, is here written /:/. The

members of the pairs given below, which may be distinguished by length, may

also be kept distinct by other speakers in other ways.

Do it when you can. /kmn/ (i.e., whenever possible)

Do it when you can. /kae:n/ (sc. fruit)

am /aem/ bomb /bam/ notch /na'/

ham /hm:m/ balm /ba:m/ watch /wa:

gloss /glos/ logger /logir/

sauce /so:s/ auger /o:gir/

In some dialects of English contrastive length exists

where other dialects have a postvocalic /r/.

cod /kad/ cud /kAd/

card /ka:id/ curd /k,vd/

Length contrasts also occur involving other simple vowels; for more

details the reader should consult James Sledd, A Short Introduction to

English Grammar (Chicago: Scott Foresman 6 Co., 1959), pp. 45-54.
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Length contrasts are often specially prevalent before

/r/ fonowed by a vowel. A common pattern of contrasts in-

volves pairs such as the following:

nearer /ni:rir/ mirror /mirlr/

fairish /fe:rig/ cherish Aerie/

furry /f/vr&y/ hurry /hArlY/

The picture is still further complicated by other dialect

differences involving nuclei before intervocalic /r/. Thus

different American speakers of English may have distinct vowels

in the first syllables of all three words, or two pronounced

all

the same, or ;three the same in the sets:

Mary merry marry / forum forest laurel

C The transcription used in the rest of the present study

represents only some of the possible distinctions; this 13

done in the belief that what is represented is a particularly

widespread pattern.

/ir/ shear beard nearer mirror

/er/

/ear/

share Baird fairish Mary merry

marry

/Ar/ . shirr bird furry hurry

/ar/ jar bard starry sorry

cwar short warring laurel warren

/or/ shore board sorest forum

fur/ sure Lourdes mooring during

17
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/ayr/ shire Irish

/awr/ sour SkAron

/dyr/ (coir) Moira

1
11 In addition it is necessary to mention another vowel

which constitutes an additional phoneme in some dialects.

Even in such dialects, however, it is not found in a large

number of words. A person learning to speak English could

manage very well without ever using this vowel; ,Its import-

ance for the present study lies in its comparability with

certain sounds in Russian.

pntatn,
1 0,, ai %he word post likely toAtbia vowel is _the adverb just.

Many speakers of English pronounce this word so that it is not

the same as the adjective just (as in a just man), nor is it

the same as gist, or jest. ( The tongue is nearer the roof

of the mouth than for jua,t, oleo further back in the mouth than
for gist.)

This vowel will be represented in the transcription by

/av; it is fairly often found in such (in such a case nOt

rhyming with much, itch, etch, cr Butch) and in pretty. Some

speakers use it in a variety of other voyds.

One particular set of words likely to contain the phoneme

XV are pronunciations, often facetious, of abbreviations not

/-1 fadl
containing a vowel letter, such as Wra. /w)m/, Ph. D. / /.

/,



r The classification of vowels accore.ing to their formation

in the mouth is usually made principally according to two

criteria. The first of these is the nearness of the tongue

to the roof of the mouth. Vowels are divided by this criteron

into high, .Jd)and low. The high vowels are th000 with the tongue

closest to the roof of the mouth. Of the simple

..
vowel: phonemes English jib / /, /u/ are high vowels; /e/

A A
and Zel/ are mid vowels, /a:/ and /a/ are low vowels (/o/ varies

from low to m14 )

1

By the second criteron, vowels are classified according
A

to where in the mouth the tongue IS closest to the

1

palate. They are called front, central or back. For most

American English: /if, /e/, /a:/ are front vowels; /?/, /4/1

/a/ are central vowels; /1/, /0/ aze back vowels.

Front Central Back

High

Mid a A
,...... .....-...- r.

Low SD a

The back vowels of English are also labial or rounded.

cc,,, be
( have the lips pursed). Pounding an independent

A
criteron for the classification of vowels since other langua-

ges have rounded vowels which are not back vowels (such as the

German U ) or back vowels which are not rounded ( such ac the

Turkish i or Vietnamese .

2.1



Beside the vowel nuclei already dealt with, other

vowel sounds are found in utterances of more than one syllable,

for instance in the second syllables of these words:

Phillip mallet talpnt colic villa pillow

Caleb pallid island Ilig valley value.

aleph Alice balance relish valor iaailb^

olive cellist calleth village hostile

alum pollen shilling

or in the first syllables of these:

enough erase mistake endorse about promote

belong arrive escape impose suppose unite

While some speakers make constrasts between different

vowel qualities before the same consonant in certain weak sy-

llables, it is also common not to have any such contrasts.

The transcription used here will represent the latter type

of speech. In all the weak syllables we will write the

phoneme /j /. This symbol represents either a vowel of a

generally high.ccntral quality (usually closest to /s of

the other vowel phonemes), or it may represent no vowel

segment tit all, lut only the syllabic nature of what are

sometimes called syllabic consonants (as in the second

syllables of such words as prism, prison, drizzle, blizzard

transcribed /prittm/, /prittn/darizt1/, /bliztrd/).

The fundamental characteristic of the phoneme /t/ is the

'way "reducedbor "obscure" quality of the syllables

containing it
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In contrast to /1/, the vowel phonemes treated prev-

iously will be referred to as full vowels.

The words la the list

.-are transcribed in the present system as follows:

z
filtp mvlit *lint kaltf viii piltw

keylib pLltd ayltnd ili 4;1tY vs.134%,

mitt fats ai&ns reltg mUtr

8eltst koltO viltS hasttl

teliM palm X1119

tnAf treys misteyk indors prtmowt

btlo9 trayv iskeyp impovi ytnayt

The transcription represents one obscure vowel, the

OA/. d14,1,44.'09$

phoneme /th /. two' obscure-vowel A /ty/

and /tw/.

At this point en important theor
A
tIcal consideration

needs to be introduced. The techniques of linguistics are

best suited to dealing with longuage material that is uniform

--- perhaps perfectly eulted only to one person speaking in

a single style. What we are trying to represent in this

study is a general pattern, which will be an approximately

valid description for as great a range of types of English

as possible. It is quite certain that representation of

the reduced syllables by a single obscure -vowel phoneme, as

illustrated above, is invalid for many types of English.



Some dialects have a large number of different vowel nuclei

in weak syllables, up to at least half as many as are found

in syllables with full vowels. If such dialects were the

focus of our attention, we would strive to identify the nuclei

of reduced syllables with those of the syllables containing

lull vowels. We would, in fact, say that the weak syllables

contained the same full-vowel phonemes with an additional

feature of obscurity or reduction. (?leis feature

(sc;weAr..sseess
re

".>

would be an additional stress p bnemeei another member of the

set of phonemes delineated in sectionsA' below.)
revemb

It has been the more common approach iviescriptions

of English sounds to employ this alternative treatment.

itittLfrojet*

In A'. ntmdy the analysis involving the inherently obscure

vowel /i/ represents occur as /ikAr/ and sucker as /sAkir/.

Adcording to the other approach, the distinction (apart from

the initial consonant) is considered a matter of different

stress patterns: Weak-strong (") for occur; strong-weak

(/4)for sucker. The vowel sequences are regarded as ident-

t.

Afoal: K SAKAr

Similarly, where we writc,immix iimiks/, mimics /mimik96

distinct /distiokt/s twisting /tvistip/, the alternative

approach identifies the vowels:

Wks minas

difiti5kt

p.ti1 we w31 wee n 4;Ilee
41;st;Ipis41;01 S. h to:ri

Lo':o'se

twist

Ate V,.-el elitde; edklitt"ti,gla stress to

/IiwiyL/ /1t4wiya



Some further comment is required about the phonetic quality of

/4/ under various conditions. As was mentioned above, the quality

of the obscure vowel usually bears a closer resemblance to /e/ than

to any other of the full vowels. The exceptions to this generalizatio)

are of two types. The first, already alluded to, covers many instance;

when /4 /precedes /1/, /n/; or /m /. What is actually pronounced

then is a syllabic consonant, and there is no period of vowel sound

which is direotly comparable to any other vowel phoneme.

muddle sudden fathom

/sAdin/
,

. /fm8im/

On the other hand, !lie obscure-vottel diphthongs, and /I/ itself under

oertain conditions, come fairly close to some oCthe other, more

frequently occurring vowel nuolei.

/4/ is close to /i/ before /n/ shilling

/16/ relish freiiii/
74, at end of word

villa

/4r/ "

AY/ ft

/kw/ !'

fl II

I I.

/Vat//v4/

kt?lir/
fvediy/
/velyivr/
/iiSiwf
/v.IrSiw/

/pilivt/

C? start of '11: allow

/gr/ valor

(" AY/
/uw/ after /y/

/6///
..11!- /ow/ otherwise

valley

value

issue

virtue

pillow

(When English is treated as having an additional stress phoneme,

the words in question are considered as including the vowel nucleus

whose quality the weak syllable approximates, together with the

obscurity-producing phoneme of weak stress.)



A

2.3 Point of Clear Division

The difference between clear and ambiguous syllable division

is a significant distinction in the sounii of English utterances.

In some cases, the division is clearly marked. This is the

case, for example, in maim or below decks --- where the

/d/ clearly goes with what follows --- and likewise in trade A

or road poige -- where the /d/ clearly belongs to the syllable

Which precedes. In the ordinary pronunciation of many words,



however, there may be consonants which do not belong clearly

to either the following or the preceding syllable. This is

likely to be true of /d/ in the pronunciation of gradation

or codex.

0-
Where there is a clear division A a syllable bounlyy,

this will be represented by leaving a space between letters

in the phonemic transcription.

grey day /grey dey /, gradation /greydeygin/1 grade A /greyd ey/

below decks /bilolfieks/1 codex /kowdeksh road edge bowd

(Obe presence or absence of a point of clear syllable division

presents certain difficulties for description, in that one

way of striving for greater clarity of pronunciation is the

introduction of extra points of clear syllable division.

Thus /grey dey gin/ is commonly heard instead of /greydecLn/,
-vs.e. wen, .1 reco:v.9 pert:et-ow,- et. est-N,eit-,.

Alsoothere is considerable diversity among speakers as to whether

certain items are normally said with clear or ambiguous syllable

division. In the examples of the lists below, the ones in

the middle column are written without space, since they have

the ambiguous type of syllable division in the English speech oT

.many people. There will be speakers, however, who have a

clear syllable division in some of these words thir is

perhaps possible for any of the words in the middle column.

a

A given person reading these lists may have to discard some

feint
of the examples as not illustrating the 4 they are supposed

to, but generally sone of the rows will give vali1 exapples



of the same consonant in an ambiguous position as well as

belonging clearly'with what follows or with what precedes.

see-saw Esau peace offer
/siy so/ /iyso/ /pays °fir/

showcase locate pack ice
brow keys/ /lowkeyt/ /ptek.aysl

tie racks Pyrex fire ax
/tay reeks/ /payreks/ /fayr mks/

pay line saline sail elae
/pey layn/ Iseyisynl /seyl eJ/

mess kit Musgat musk ox
/mes kit/ /in, skeet /mask aks/

door mat
/dor meet /

torment warm -up

/torment/ /mo Ap/

back track electron tract tack
tradt/ /ilektran/ /trait rack/

1 I The point of clear syllable division is also often referred

to as "open transition'', "open junctureil! or 'plus juncturel.i,' 's, ;" '4e
ree5,e,14, stitAyl ceoc.hleeeJ e4 eIPCiPme E.vo I islt, tvici/
when it alone is being cited between slant lines, it will be

represented as / /.

2be examples which have been given would suggest, as is

in fact the case, that /, / usually occurs between words or

between inportant parts of a word. Mere are many

exceptions to this, however. Some speakers of English have

et

/ within undecomposible words like Plato, which instea4
teiptertivv,

of /pleytow/ds often pronounced /pley tow/ ( just as though

one were talking of a clay toe). Conversely, many speakers

rhyme these pairs of words, which for others conurast by

presence A absence of / /.



slowly holy
/slow liy/ /howliy/

eyelet islet
/ay lit/ /aylit/

soreness cornice
/sor nis/ /kornis/

(There are, of course, other ways in which the words can fail

to rhyme, besides differing as to occurrence of /,' /.)

The effect of a clear demarcation point in the stream

of speech produced by the phoneme/./ arises from several

factors; the most important of thoo.a are extra length in the
.

sounds which precede /.4 / and extra effort in the sounds

Which follow it.

isatever comes before /
.4

/ is lengthened in comparison

with the duration it would have when no 4.../ follows it. This

Is most noticeable when the preceding phoneme is a resonant:

the vowel /0/ or /a/; a diphthong containing /w/

or /y/; or one of the consonants /r/, /1/, /oh or /0. With

any of these coming before 4., /,a drawling effect extends over

the vowel of the preceding syllable and the consonant phonemes,

if any, between the vowel and the /, /. With other sounds

before it, the point of clear division
produces a less marked effect.

The least influence is that on preceding /p/, /t/, or /k/.
only

These stops are held slightly longer in this situation than

elsewhere.



It is possible to have the same voiceless stop on either

side of L. /. Phonetically three different lengths of stop

are heard in the following sets:

to night rate
/naytreyt/ /nayt reyt/

cyclone A load ,

/sayklown/ / vloved/
scalp itch
/skEelp ir/

Alpine

Yn/

freight train
/freyt treyn/

A -clothes
/ v klo4z/

kelp patch
/kelp pate/

With regard to the phoneme that follows it, the effects

' of /_ / may be succinctly summarized as involving greater

force in sound production, compared to the case of the same

phoneme not preceded by / /

Here it is /p /, /t /, and /k/ that are most clearly

rat ),feer-t$
marked, as they are Also, if one of them is fol-

lowed by any of /r/, /1/, or /v/, this latter sound will in

turn be voiceless. Note the following pairs:

dacron tea cream
/deykran/ /tiy kriym/

duplex two-place
/duwpleks/ /tuv pleys/

Ioc1stc voe_v ooeeo

owkwA. t/ kw;ri /

L Other important phenomena are also associated with the

greater effort marking the sound following /. Vowels may

be preceded by a glottal closure (this is the sound that almost

inevitably occurs in the middle of "Uh-uh" and "oh-oh").
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After 40/, /1/ does not have the velarized2or "dark" quality

of other medial ars. Similarly, /r/ is said with the tongue

closer to the roof of the mouth than is the case with other

medial /4/'s.

ion tie-in
/ayan/ /tay in/

pylon tie line
/paylan/ /tay layn/

Pyrex tie racks
/payreks/ /tay raaks/

orlon warlock
/orlan/ /wor lak/

Other consonants show other effects connected with the sharp onset

of the following syllable; these will not be discussed here.

Another way of stating the influence of /AA/ on adjacent sounds is

to say that sounds following /444/ are like those at the beginnings of whole

utterances, while sounds preceding /444/ are like those at the ends of whole

utterances. This is a helpful point of view in cases like Apag bow /log bow/

or phase, shift /feya lift/ where the corresponding secuence ( /9b/ or MO)

without /.../ is either rare or impossible. This alternative formulation of the

effects of / is likewise of use in cases where a division can be made

at more than one point, as in comparing /k str/ in back strap, ?ks tr/ in

fox trot ?faks trat/, and ?kst r/ in text reading / tekat readin/, with

ikstr/ in extra dextrose /ekstrt/ /dekstrows/.

It is also worth noting that many immediately adjacent combinations

of sours (without intervening 444/) involve anticipation in the first

sound of the position for saying the second, or likeness of the second to

that of the first to a degree not al all characteristic of the same sequence

of sounds separated by 4.a.

2 i.e., with the back of the tongue somewhat raised toward the velum (soft

palate).



.'1.4 Stress

(I
The differences between full-vowel nuclei and reduced -vowel

nuclei ( A.) create. marked differences in the prominence of

(Aso sower
syllables in English. There are A differences in

prominenc$, Words of two syllables with full vowels

in each syllable may differ as to which syllable is the more

prominent. Thus the following words usually carry maximum

prominence on the first syllable when they are nouns, but on

the second when they are verbs.

torment /torment/

augment /ogment/

insult / insult/
/i6scAs,;vitf.Ase

Aphoneme of stress or accent distinguishes these pairs

1P1

of words. We will write this a0micute accent (') over the

vowel in the more prominent syllable:

/tOrment/ (noun) : /torment/ (verb)

'When, apart from any word in which it occurs, this phoneme

04toltitftfej
is t0011 A by itself) it will be written AVM./

Except for related nouns and verbs, it is difficult to

find pairs of words with no differences except the position

of the stress phoneme. There are some pairs with only slight

further differences such as:

VI fjobleS 00,40,es,e/ t thArmirli /b. r. C or / kV% r woe ys/3

I. 4h;1 .v.....,,, wkerifety- tt S-teejt ping Apeoe i; e:tects it ;S4 rt t,.1.,:e," ..I
wtpttpn ob-Pe " ca *WS tette perA,:is titystritli;m1 rti,sewe i4 e4 soey:s
1,101104ge -- 04,0 (die/ weffe 54-e -Ss ...0, et; /1/ pt.ti, et ..,$4 eve, tie fp



Differences as to which full vowel in Iro'rd occurs with

the stress phoneme Al/ are also found in words with more syll-

ables:

Ancestor ancestral
//4nsestii, /aanse6tril/

Hecate
/hekitiy/

regulator
/rdaileytir/

legatee,

/legitiy/

regulation
/regyileystn/

capitalize Capitolese
/keepitilayz/ /kaepitiliyz/

When a word with only a single full vowel is cited by

itself, the full vowel is considered as occurring with Al/

bend sppend
/bend/ /pond/

mission addition
/mfgin/ /idgin/

regular partisular
/rdgyiltr/ /pirtikyllir/

enviable irrevalency
/dnviyibil/ /ir4livInsiy/

practicableness
breektikibilmls/

33

irna0; 11a -c L/C e';5
/ t $ti t' 1 1- 5

iConsideration has been given so far only to the stress

in single words which were not divided by an occurrence of

/ /. In examining larger groupings which do include / /,

c
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additional stress differences can be observed. Notice the

diffL lIces as t.o which word is most prominent in these sets.

course materials

coarse materials

Christmas present

Christmas Present

(Dickens' Ghost of Christmas Present)

Short connected groups of words can be found with the

principal emphc.sis in any position; e.g. on the first, middle,

or last word in a group of three.



wait there then meeting, people lately

late Ruin& time German Spanish teacher

wait three days Mary Agnes Johnson

In such cases as those above, t/e word which ,5s most prominent will

be marked as containing another stress phoneme /6/0 the phrase eaphasis.

Any word cited by itself carries this phrase emphasis.' In closes connected,

groups t.f words, only one word has the phrase emphasis, the others usually

carry the stress phonem' /4/.

late spring time

sand content

articulate pedagogy

dictionary pronunciation

(.?

If Groupings including / / may exhibit contrasts between having and not

having /4/ on parts not carrying /0/.

OspriA taym/

/°sdiend kantent/

/artikyilit 01adigowliy/

/0dtkUneriy prtnilsiyaysain/

Notice the following sets, in which a difference in stress is found in the

speech of many.

%Old plate

°I2St plate

Octfi call (by or to cats)

Oct a call (jeeting)

lOng °island

Long °Island

6 Obily it

go 014, it

°aye word

obY-word

°weigh station

0way station

shOrtcarcuit (literal)

short °circuit (electrical)

bring up the °squashes

bring Up the °children

For many dialects this difference is quite important in distinguishing

types of compound words.

The symbol (°) is written approximately at the onset of the most prominent

syllable: Michigan /°mTgigin/0 Wisconsin /wisokansin/1 Illinois /ili°44.

In this treatmentt /0/ is considered as being added to /i/.



2.5 Phrasing

Fairly long stretches of speech are broken up into shorter

groups in various ways. Sometimes the way this is done is

important to the sense. Cor: ler, for instance:

warmed-over /

warmed / over

/
roomsrooms

charcoal

or the possible contrast between:

turned-on / lathes

turned / on lathes

Description of the sound system of a language must necessari-

ucti

ly take account of grouping of words. In the phonemic

transcription used here, this is done by writing a symbol

at the ends of those coherent groups which are spoken as

units. These groups are called phrases.

Most phrases contain a single
phrase emphasis (/0/).

i1
ti A great many features of timing and rhythm contribute

to the impression of coherence that a phrase produces.

,iPhrases may end in three distinctively different ways.

One of 'these involves a rapid fading away of the voice,

often while the pitch level is drifting downward. (This

ending ls characteristic of normal declarative statements.)

It will be written /41.

have to get°13me4



Another way of ending a phrase is by a rise in pitch

during the last part of the final syllable. This will be

written ///. (It frequently occurs at the ends of questions,

and also, reversing the generally falling pitch trendgat the

end'of statements which are made with strong qualification.)

Will I get hOme?1

You know I can't stay. I have to getcheme.t

The third mode of phrase termination involves the rhythmic
phrase., esre...igitly

and dynamic features which indicate the end of a A
e.-c.le.yir..;c.i cE tt.e-G.ard synfa6lej

but lacks the special features of either 4/

or /t/. (This is the way a phrase usually ends when someth-

ing further is to follow immediately.) It will be written

/1/
4 c.)

I have to get
0
hcme, it's getting late. 1'

pilvtis L.. p11)4;1

When the A occurs some distance ahead of /I/

it is notirable that the pitch before the end of the phrase

is sustained about level, in contrast to the pitch effects

of /1// and /7/.

I have to gethome right away, lit'scigte.
tiret$C

The three4endings /1/, riy, and /1/ are known as termin-

als.



2..6 Pitch

There is no general agreement among those who have

studied the subject as to how a phonemic analysis of the

pitch phenomena of English is to be made - -there is not

even universal agreement that an analysis is possible.

The approach to the analysis of the speech melody

*All ba kssd in 03.5 w
of English which shown the most promise

assumes that there are four distinct levels of pitch.

The occurrence of one or another of these at certain.

points in any utterance is considered sufficient to

explain the differences in tune between different

sentences.

Phrases with essentially level pitch form the most

plausible basis for assuming that a certain small number

of pitch levels are the relevant units for describing

English /itch phenomena.

Level phrases often occur as parenthetical remarks,

, and especially as indications of who the speaker of a

quotation was, or who is the person addressed. The

following examples are likelj to be read in a way that

shows level stretches at differing heights of pitch:

I.



High: "Are you there?" he called back.

Medium: "I think so," she replied.

Low: "Don't touch its" he warned me.

High: You. going, Evelyn?

Medium: Good morning, Mrs. Reynolds.

Low: Stop squirming, BobbyKit,crk,

An even higher level is likely to be found at the

end of questions showing agitation;

High; Will that be all right, Bobby?

Very high: Are you sure you're all right, Bobby?

The pitch-level phonemes will be indicated by super;L

script numbers: low, /l /; medium, /
2
1; high, /3/; very

high, /4/. The numbers are written before the
A
syllable

to which they apply, or before the termine.

lilt is not necessary to specify the pitches on every

syllable in an utterance. Cnly at certain points in a

phrase can significantly different levels of pitch occur.

Two such points are found in every phrase: at the
t phrase ew,pheis;3 p ra5C

A and at the terminal. Whenever the_ A

ee),otlaos

A is not at the beginning of the phrase, the pitch

at the beginning is also significant.

P
sir

Contrast at the

Your 31tinch is ready.2r

2Your
21Unch is eaady,2i



The first of these might be a reminder; the second

could appear as one item in a list of reasons for not

doing something.

Contrast at the terminal:

2 V /
Let's -nope so.14

2L6Is Shope so.2.1

The second shows a certain amount of doubt about the
outcome.

Contrast at the beginning of the phrase:

2Y6U ncirk hlre.1

3cf.u w
3a / 1 J,
work here.

The first is an observation; the second is a direction.

It is also possible for the pitch to show a jump

somewhere between the beginning and primary stress of a

phrase; this introduces en extra point of significant

pitch contrast.

/ '2
We've waited

3
twenty minutes.

1 1

This extra pitch-point can occur only at a syllable

4 441"with , stress /9/.

Less common is the occurrence of significant pitch-points
1314 vase: env? otw5:s

between the A <Ind the terminal, such as are

described by James Sledd in "Superfixes and Intonation

Patterns," Litera III (1956).



The pitch phonemes which occur in a phrase, together

with the terminal at the end of it, are celled an

intonation pattern. Thus, the usual way of citing

statements in English has what we call the intonation

pattern /231,1/(.010-0,er c -0,e/2/;5 oresanb):

Hull ffnish 1ter.1i,
wcis.

Moderately insistftnt questions of the type answerable

by "yes" or "no" have a pattern which we will write

/2331/.

2
rdd you get my 3(lAter73

"Ccn wel.3
Similarly, intonation patterns with an extra pitch

point are represented by four numerals and a terminal,

as
/23214,,

/ for

2i ;Int to go 2Vme.11

spoken as somewhat of a pronouncement.

END--Chapter 2



3 . 3.

. The Phonemes of Russian

Consonant and Vowel Phonemes

'11 There are thirty-five consorant sounds in Russian which clearly

are phonemically distinct, Symbols representing these phonemes

and examples for each are given below, together with three other

sets of examples in parentheses; these others are to be explained

subsequently, since their linguistic status is not quite as clear

and requiros further discussion.

no

consonant ye

/p/ Dr

/b/ _VT

/m/ My%

/V 2:3m

I-
/d/ 21Yr

/n/ LIYA

/k/ pyo

EYA

/f/ irr
/v/ B Y 3

A/ gm
/z/A
/x/ xy,4

-53 yr/ rOcrio,rui

niy T

/E/ xtYx

whisker cy.._ sou

36 lbs, cyn soup

rubble

of the muses (gen.pl.) ym

here

of the arcs (gen.pl.)

of the bores (gen.pl.) zyn

CT yv.
morsel

of the lips (gen.pl.)

mind

of the moons
( gen.pl.)

12 inches 11Y1 puff,/ ,

college (Bhfcmee,Y(t4Onoe,2ase,anne)

lawcourt Ye

itch

-th;n
(short form masc.) cyx

whisker

dry (short
form masc.)

Heavens! )

jester °yin dryness

beetle



/0/ nyr tandem

/1/ AYX onion

/r/ Inui. of the ores
(gen. p1.)

/y/ ]OT quarterdeck

/p/ IINCK chirp

A:/ 6140 encore!

/111/
MHCC Miss

/i/
I

THC yew

/a/
1

&Rex disc

mn/ 1-1H3 bottom

1k/ 1010 turned sour
(past masc.)

[1] rkiA guide)

/i/ exchequer

/11/ Tax c hung (past masc.)

/6/ 0133 dove grey (short
form masc.)

/z/ 31im of the winters
(gen. pl.)

( [X] XHTpo sly (hort form
neut.))

u3

gn curtailed
(short form
maso.)

ciryn chair

An of the foolish
women (gen.pl.')

00 poke (imper-
fective
imperative)

ray, the deep

c ea seven

CyTb essence

oyrib take a poke
(perfective
imperative)

P3111.

dyas

Ruth

make narrow
(perfective
imperative)



/6./ EMT shield nym of the
wilderness
tracts (gen.
pl.)

CiA/ 'MUT

/6/ trsieT

burns (3d
sing. pres.)

clean (short
form masc.)

of the foxes
(gen. pl.)

rice

torture
(imperfective
imperative)

zero

folly

Russian has five vowel phonemes, illustrated by the examples following:

/1/ 414H member TNI you H and OK B (musical
(fam.) scale)

/e/ gem with what? T (TD) letter Dx1 well: race all
(instr. ) T

/a/ %tax vat
. Ta that 8,-XS all: SCR whole (nom.

(nom. sing. fem.)
sing.

fem.)

that
/0/0 yam about TO (nom. OXI oh! Bed whole (nom.

what? sing. sing. neut.)
neut.)

/u/ q yx: ouch:ym skin tent Ty that ECIO whole (ace.
/ sing. fem.)

(Ingesing.
fem.) N,

It is held by some linguists . that the sound usually represented by bl in
Russian is a distinct phoneme from that usually represented by M. One argument for thi
is the greater phonetic difference between these sounds than can otherwise be found
among variants of a Russian vowel phoneme. There are also peripheral cortrasts, as
between the names of the letters Mend bl (when not called "ep751") and the words

"use of an (ii-sound" and el Kaime "use of an bl-sound" In the present
I study, such distinctions are regarded as being outside the actual functioning syst'i

of the Russian language. The position taken here is that there is a single phonem,.
/i/, and that bl' represents the variety of that fundamental sound found after
plain ("hard" or non-palatalized) consonants.



2. Palatalization Consonan

0:(0The most striking feature of the Passian consonants, as a sy stem,
reocese.te0PA

is the existence of palatalized consonants -- those,with the ;ark r

beneath the letter in the lists, as p b m t'etcv In contri-4( to
s s s

these, those represented by the same letters without the mark a :'

called plain. (The palatalized consonants have the tongue arch :c

so as to bring the blade close to the palate)
04. C--.1 i:01 /14 " e(Ve C(05;ee et 6:ftlilett- ettet% br bp),

iack4:fta. tire -Cre.01.)
There are thirteen pairs of consonant phonemes in Russian which differ

in that one has the plain pronunciation the other has the

palatalized pronunciation otherwise the two have substantially the

4-4^

same type of sound production and the same classification by positions

of lips and tongue.

/P/ - rAY11.

/b/

- 3Hax6H

/t/ - /t/ cza

foolish (short
form masc.)

of the grave

(gen.)

acquainted
(short form
masc.)

law court

nny6b

rp66R

3Hci.K624b

the deep

ruining (gerund)

.0.iczeittc
,Je

acquaint (imperfective
imperative)

essence

/4/ - /a/
- /fli

AV

/f/ /f/

hdAo

13011

Hxdpagt

HOD.

it is necessary

yonder

of caviar
(adj.)

new

HAM

1301lb

(girl's name) Hope
ChypoclicTistic)

stench "/"ill"frhai

of liqueur (cdi.)

'-'+1;in soil

AHKUPRUN

HO,Lib

Other CoOMOn symbols to indicate palatalisation, are!
t % (b) t$ () t (') z' y p' t°



/v/ - /v/ npdoo indeed npdiyi ruling (gerund)

/6/ - 00 of wasps Oeb axle

(gen. pl.)

/z/ /z/ miaa of the man- nd3n climbing (gerund)
holi (gen.)

/1/ - /1/ MOM breakwater mgin clothesmoth

/r/ - /r/ Ay.2 of the foolish Ay ph folly
1 women (gen.pl.)

(Although from the linguistic point of view it is the difference between

plain consonants and palatalized consonants which serves to distinguish words
-the ILI ploZ, efrq n poir tnta..# ,11, f

in Russian, it is to be kept in mind that
4

followed by a vowel,

in Russian orthography by writing different vowel letters.

MX /mil/ M &A /dal/ MOX /0101/ MyJi /Mul/
washed (past small (short breakwater mule

masc.) form masc.)

13 ..mire

MssJi /mil/ iIf01 Anal/ /Toll 101-6,Itytmap
e

hmtat,
mm...dilb)P omenrIgt

nice (short kneaded (past swept International Youth Day

form masc.) masc.) (past masc.)

Occasionally plain consonants before its/ are distinguished by writing the

V
. letter-'(s), as in mop /mer/ 'mayor' vs. mep/mer/ 'of the measures' (gen. pl.);

usually, however, no difference is made in the spelling, as for instance between

1100Thb 'bed' with /t /and tiaoT4.nh 'pastel' with /t/. Almost all words in

which a plain consonant, from the list of paired consonants given above, occurs

before/0/ are recent borrowings into Russian from foreign languages or are

abbreviation forms like Han /nep/ 'New Economic Policy' (H6sSit ,3k0 RomsitteeNaR

AuoxiiTlixa)>\*/-

1

1/
.

5 e e C;01 be-ticket% < > mill be tisc213 co PrOotre C.1,e6i1-5 ttt vor-ittt4s resitS
tike4iV tilt.: reletta;cI$ bet%-e4P1 IVe:t:vil 0,4 re,1001(;tto.CO.



The situation in Russian is such that it is not entirely clear that

/g/, and /x/ are distinct sounds on a par with the other palatalized

consonant phonemes. In general DO, WI and (xi occur before the vowel

phonemes /i/ (14) and /0/ ( p'), and not elsewhere; conversely, the plain

sounds [k], CO, and [x] do not generally occur before A/ and /e /. In

other cases involving a pair of consonants, one plain and one palatalized,
.4 tiq Nr:r be (c Jeti .

such as /m/ and /M/s eachAwill ,(occur before any of the five vowel phonemes,

0J
and also final A before other consonants. As for example:

M HIAX mop ma4 MOA myx seem to all (dative)

m MH 1 mep MR.11 MUJI MA ceMb seven

a o u Final

However, the prevailing pattern for (k).(g) (x) and (10 [g) Cx) has

only one of each pair occurring before a given vowel phoneme; in particular

of
this includes different inflected forms A the same stem:

k

i a

wax (how)

oTpoxei
(ruled line)

L

umingo luminso
XHT KOT
(whale) of the dog-salmon (gen.pl.)

(reptile)

c*yre
(servant)

8 Wiwitt (wird
(en.sing.) tdkt. sing.)
tI1A rex
(guide) (gene)

0

XOT (tomcat)

oTpoxa
(instr.)

year)

wiyati
(instr.)'

xyp (hen;
gen. pl.)

eTpoy oTpox
(aco. (gen.pl.)

Final
cryKL Knetk

(droning)

eityri
(ace.



x

lig

i e a o u Final

6.710>C11 (6n) 6.110X6 (dat.)

xaH khan

6.710x.st flea

this
x0,4 pasnage xyA n yx dry

(E)ort,form tlort
Pb 3C.) Cirri racE

6noaqinstr.) 5.704 (acc.)6Jiox
(gen.pl.

rhpo sly )(epee sherry
sh

m
or t

or neut.)
In the case of [k) and (k) there are sufficient exceptions to the

general pattern to indicate clearly that /k/ and /k/ are separate phonemes:

a

k axbiu bard K36 (or KO6) XOX XOT xYP
(Central cab
Asian)

k XHT KOT xTUT weaves malinxib manicureVhs.ilian 'M

Also /ky/ occurs in the name Xyxbsu 'Lucian', but /ky/ in K Amos

'to.the pits'. (Final /k/ does not occur.)
1

The deviations involving the other two pairs are of a much more marginal

sort. For [4 and tx] no reliable examples can be cited of either in an
(i

exceptional position, and for CO and Cg) only some rather questionable inatancesVi

In the prevalent pronunciation of Russian, Cx) and Cx) have limited

possibilities of occurrence; each occurs only next to certain sounds and not

next to others. This is a case of complementary distribution. iff two similar

41. in'r3Othydro-electric station' (from rnApooitexirpooTtimut)
or in the pronunciation of the name of the letterr as FO;

Ig) in the word none 'jack' (flown at the bow of a ship),
1

or in the pronunciation of foreign names, asMixT6p r,orb 'Victor Hugo'.

A further example of complementary Ostribution,involves the variants of the
phoneme /i/1 as mentioned on p. 44 of this MS. The bi varienV
occur only following plain consonants) otherwise the ti variants are found.
The Al variants are written with the letter H after Li) and:X(and in some cal

after 4.>



A
sounds are in complementary distribution they constitute one phoneme; if

not, they must belong to two different phonemes.

The two sounds [gi and [g] are generally also in complementary

distribution, it would appear, even if they may not quite be so

for some speakers.

The distribution of [kJ and [ki is so nearly complementary that

for most practical purposes the behavio2r of the three sets need not

be distinguished.

In addition to the plain and palatalized consonants discussed

previously, there are three other consonant phonemes with a pronunciation

of the plain type and four with a palatal quality.

Uleti sew (imperfective Admen
imperative)

of the cabbage soup
(gen. P1. tantu9

noK shock U16K of the cheeks
(gen. p1.)
..... . ..

ri/ itimen of the knives fig / TIO)K,1141 of the rains

il (gen. pl.)

,K6HKEI "wifey" XX etf KEI hot punch

/c/ uenl, goal TC/ 40, whose

11" click: %eel. even number

-------, 3 tf look here! /y/ el her
no

consonant
i

from HOT (letter) J

Compared to ii/and /1/, ry and filare long. (In place of the

simple long sounds, some speakers pronounce /I,/ no and /I,/ WO.

Some Russians do not have a phoneme 4,/, but rather a long sound

without palatal quality, which is treated in this study as /II/

the plain sound /I/ doubled.

The mark (1) is written to the right of the letters in the

phonemic symbols /I,/ and /I,/ both to suggest the length of these

sounds and as a reminder that they do not bear as direct a relationship

to the corresponding plain consonants as do the sounds represented

by letters with the mark (,) underneath.

'.4



The phonemes Al/j g/, and /y/ will he called palatal but not

palatalized consonants.

<The choice of vowel letter following morio.toott is conventional, and

differences in spelling such as the following do not affect the pronunciation:

ligkEtTb/cnteito hush

MOB / seam MUJI /oliwent (past masc.)

aypli t4 1/ rebuke )iu0PA " I/umpire
(imperfective
imperative)

There is no regular spelling for /g1/; the most common are 3) (dexcy, ri0e3Edie)

and XX ( 'Met T pOmi) EA is used only in the root meaning 'rain'

(A0EgAtiebtti). For /y/ at the beginning of words it is unusual' the regular

way here and after a vowel being to use the lotters e, /-/
vhich after

moat consonant I:Ate:8 indicate the palatalization of the consonant. After

a consonant, /y/ is indicated by the spellings b}1, be, bR, bU, WO.

Except iv. this eircu 'stance, where it indicates /y/ before a vowel, the letter b

following Notiltatri has no significance for pronunciation (itb is virtually
...-

norOxistknt):

posb/rct/ rye 1103t / knife

Atimb ni you'll give HMI AI our

nem. 'Au t/to bake meg braCi sword

nestb /yeilthing .

.....After other consonant letters, ,(b) indicates that the previous consonant

is palatalited. When one palatalized consonant precedes Aziother in certain

4.



clusters b may or may not appear after the first.

112st/ xpelobTe paint (pl. impor- RAcTe
it fective imperative)

to the caste (dat.)

The palatalization of /1/1 however, is always shown before another palatalized

consonant.
1301COAb 3 b offhand.)

VOIcoel c- Coy% c3i.. avIts
Woi .Russian has twenty-two consonants which can be grouped in pairs of

which one is voiceless and the other voiced:

/P/ /b/ no Pi

/?/ /tv nett

/t/ - /4/ TAM

/d/ TeHb
I

/g/ xoT

If/ - /v/ 4 0H

Ill /v/ 44311
I

/s/ - A/ ettA

/a/ - A4 CRAB
I t

sing (imperfective
imperative)

drink (imperfective
imperative)

there

shadow

tomcat

background

of the fags
(gen. pl.)

garden

sit down

(perfective
imperative)

6ofi

heft

Aam

Aenb

roA

BOR

Deh

3M

SATb

struggle

hit (imperfective
imperative)

give

day

year

yonder

twist (imperfective
imperative)

rear

son-in-law



mecT pole xecir gesture

ra
3:0KUT burns .(3 sing.fves.).

A
/6,/ - ottUT 4.1/ calculation

5-02-

Some speakers of Russian have another phoneme 4/ which is voiced and

forms a pair with /x/: /x/ - /7/ (i.e. the /y/ differs from /x/ only in

L

being voiced'). There is some variation as to what words will be pronounced

with 4] even among those speakers who have this as a distinctive sound,

but it is likely to be found in:

where Heavens! I swear! bookkeeper

l<0121,116 rdenom e# -64ry 6yxrti.nirep

The pair /k/ - /g/ MT 'whale' 114A 'guide' could equally well be
1

listel above. Since KO and [0 are being treated here as variants of a single

phoneme /g/, this one phoneme is the voiced counterpart to both /k/ and /k/.
v,.tele-A - v.,,,et 1

The voiced members of the
A
pairs do not occur at the ends of

utterances in standard Russian, except in especially distinct pronunciation.

Ordinarily, then, in the following pairs of words the same final sound is used

in each member of the pair.

/p/ ono sheaf 4H06 snob

/p/ CND a rash itaa. sea swell

/t/ rox Ooth Fog year

/t/ numb five nfijkil strand
s

/k/ AYE onion xyr meadow:

it/ 1114 '
puff WIL new (short form masc.)

41 ,D, Ruth )(pm, blood

Some speakers of standard Russian have different consonant beginnings to

such words as WaTtgaot) andt0iTxa tbotko) (long (A)). This means that

there are dialects in which only lialivxa Ibrishil and not Ong? , contains

a voiceless sound corresponding to the voiced /i,/ in Nag?. In the sound sy
of such speakers of Russian, words like Gyer with Oqj require a different
analysis in terms of the phonemes presented abobelpresumably as jt,1/..:=
but such a contrast might perhaps .necessitate setting up a slightly
different system of phonemes for such speakers.



/s/ ye . whisker y3

/s/
1

rye), 60060 Cy3 b

// Ham our Hoy

ir3,/ BeEb thing Aoya

I 5.3

of the ties (gen.pl.)

make narrow (imperfectly
imperative)

knife

rain

( /x/ mox moss Bor God

if 4,/ is said in Bora, Wry, etc. )

<At the ends of utterances, each of the sounds listed above has at least two

possible spellings, depending on whether a voiceless or a voiced sound occurs

in related forms before vowels, before the resonant consonants AV, /M/1 /n/,
I

/i/, /r/ and /y /, or before /v/ and A./.>
1 1

The same situation prevails when any of twelve phonemes of the above list

occurs before another voiceless sound. On the other hand, before the phonemes

/10/1 /0/, /d/, /d/, /g/, /i/, /z/, and only voiced sounds occur.(These may

be spelled, however, with the letters usually used to spell voiceless sounds.>

/4/ 6T314B answer /d/ gel-01'14,6a marriage

/g/ ThNte likewise

I,

/v/ airdHelA Afgan (person)

A/ ao6dcT asbestos A/ np6Cb6a request
i

4/ BOXtadt i sorcery Abi nem66 prophecy
vtil

-4/ cHeyOuwmft ultraremote

AnYXStinttMti two-room

The same rule about combinations of sounds holds regarding the end of

one word and the beginning of the next, when they are pronounced as part of a



single closely connected utterance

/b/ llpoxon Saxdponntt

/b/ comb xe
I

/v/ Pygal Bopplcoana

scatter them!

sit

When immediately preceding one of the phonemes /VI /b/, /d /, /4/, /g/,

/z/1 /z,/, /X,/, the phonemes /0/ and A/ are also voiced. For /c/ and /6/,
neve

however, voicing is distinctive. This phenomenon usually occurs at the

boundary between two words, but in a few instances the voiced variety of /0/ or

/V occurs inside a word.

/0/ fDPetig liang,Komitc ov6g-64slounat Mutig6oprex
IlilTb TM/1g Al3dOTH 5,200 antia greed

The Russian phonemes /M/s /i/1 ,'m/, /A/1 /1/, /r /, are all
s I

usually voiced' but in certain circumstances the voicelessness of an accompanying

sound will extend to one of these as well. The most notable instance of this

is at the end of a word, following a voiceless consonant.

moxp
wild

11Pb Mlle ME10/117 rict
02°1110 manes (gen.pl.)wild boar sense thoughtvet

(short masc.) .

The presence of a voiceless /i/ in syllables ending in /rS/ is also usualt

Hopt Vpia

walrus wire brush

:IkYIn abbreviation compounds there are sometimes exceptions regarding both

)/(voiced consonants before voiceless consonants and the reverse.

o6xoM /ob kOm (das0igt6t1 holovriST)
(District Committee of the communist party)

r0061tHx/64o btsnk/ 1(_10,CIYA4pOttlei-tHA Sias)
(State Bank)

tit



t Cia,-,51c4,ciablon

The Russian consonants can be classified according to the way the

sec t,1.

sounds are made, as the consonants of English were in the chapter.

53

Stops: /h/ /p/ /b/

/d/ /1/ ly!
/k/ /8/ /I)/ GO)

Affricates: /c/ Ai/

Fricatives: /f/ /v/ /f/ /v/
s I

/z/ /s/ /z/
I

/g/ /i/ At/ Ai/
lx/ ( lr/) (bp)

Resonants: /in/ /[::/ /n/ /roil

/r/ /r/ /1/ /1/ /y/

As in English, the nasals have the same position as certain of the stops.

/P/I /a/ /fai - 17/ /t/1 /d/ /n/ /t/1 /1/ -/n/

The grouping of the Russian consonants according to the parts of the mouth

involved in their formation is as follows:

Bilabials /p/ A/ A/ /P/ A/ /m/
Lips ' '

I

Labiodentalt /f/ /v/ /f/ /v/
I

Tongu Dentarr(touching teeth): /t/ /d/ /n/ /t/ /d/ /n/ /1/ /1/
near

I s I

Teeth Alveolar: /0/ /a/ /z/ /I/ /z/ In /r/

Tongue
near /A/ /1/ /6/ /if/ it / 4/

Palate

Back Back Palatal: /k/ tg) tx)
of

Tonga Velar: /k/ /g/ /x/ (/y/)

(Lateral: /1/ /1/ Trilled: in AI)
sI

14/1./ /4/ /v/ /if Are trieeetCr tooter 4.1.4rfn Aefttell tee ONISC crel4tt.5 itti0 ev'd4e* IN'1111,11.1

et.45...,;.9% 4,:eir "t t:f 14 -0,,e to..../..t ititi,4 -the (gr-v se, Jeff 6

POOR ORIGINAL COPY SEAVAILABLE At tIME FILM



9.5-

V ,owel s '.../
The pronunciation of the vowel phonemes of Russian varies markedly

according to whether the adjacent consonants are plain or pa3atalizod.

If the consonant next to a vowel is palatalized or palatal, the

effect produced by the position of the tongue near the palate

extends to the vowel. The vowel, es,?ecially between two vlatalized

consonants
A
has a more high and front pronunciation than when pronounced

by itself.

CSI Examples are given below of each of the vowel phonemes between con-

sonants: (a) two plain, (b) a palatalized and a plain, (c) a plain

and a palatalized, (d) two palatalized. In discussions to follow,

th'e symbol C stands for any plain consonant and C stands for any

palatalized or palatal consonant. The moaning of both symbols will

also be extended slightly later in this section.

'0 - C C -C 0 - C
I

614T 6HT 6MT h 6}IT

state of life is beaten to be to beat
(short form
masc. p.p.)

qeu oxen germ OTenb
flail blind (short

form masc.)
chain steppe

MIT

checkmate

'

o usis
against the
*art

Apt

of the boons
(gen. pl.)

MAT

is rumpled
(short form
masc. p.p.)

OBtio

oats

aiON

of the dunes
(gen. pl.)

MATb

mother

butich

ma yhap

Ayilb

puff
(perfective
imperative)

MATb

to rumple

aUcex
of the oars
(gen. pl.)

ion
whimper
(imperfective
imperative)



Not having any consonant at all after a vowel affects the pronunciation

of the vowel in much the same way as the presence of a plain consonant would.

Before vowels other than /WI absence of a consonant similarly resembles

presence of a plain consonant as far as affecting the pronunciation of the

vowel, but before /1/ the effect of no consonant is similar to that of a

-1,eJ

palatal' consonant.

C - C C - C

MN It

0 Bee

A non
0 Bat
Y 13010

The effect of a preceding consonant on the phoneme /i/ is greater than

the effect of what follova. For the other vowel phonemes, the reverse is the

case, the influence of the following consonant is more important. <This is

in spite of the fact that the letters with which the vowels are spelled --

Y and l°, O and g , a and Ave [when written] and e--indicate the nature

of the preceding consonant.)

The consonants with palatal quality which are not members of a main/
/,/,/i,/,

4.1(

A
/palatalized pair, viz. /6/, /y/srhave a somewhat less pronounced

effect on the adjacent-vowel than.the palatalized consonants do.

C C
I I

tike cleaner

eti her mai I- -1

of cabbage soup(gen.pl.tantum)
, ....

km box . noesEkt ride (imperative)

mUllmat buccal

feel 4tual
(imperfective
imperative)

of pike (ads.)



The unopposed plain consonant /c/ (LT) imparts less of the "dull" quality

/ Other
to the adjacent vowel than is characteristic of vowels next to plain co-

:. it

n

sonants;jirithis its effect resembles that of having no adjacent consonant.
tk

CMT

C - C

full up
(short form masc.) Wit hush!

TenT awning gemT cent

0aA garden gag of the swellheads
(gen. pl.)

COX juice gom click

opt bomb gYr tandem

Classified by the criterion of closeness of the tongue to the roof

of the mouth, the Russian vowel phonemes /1/ and /u/ are high vowels;

/e/ and /0/ are mid vowels; /a/ is a low vowel.

The vowels /u/ and /o/ are rounded; A/1 /e/, and /k../ are unrounded.

The position of the tongue in the mouth varies greatly in the front-andz

back direction for the pronunciation of a given vowel phoneme, depending on theacijoi
Otvowe I

consonants is further back next to a plain consonant and further
A

front next to a palatal or palatalized one. This makes the criterion of

rounding of more fundamental importance for the classification of Russian

vowels than the front-back criterion.

UNROUNDED ROUNDED

HIGH i u

MID`

LOW/ a
true.'

It is still, however, that relative to each other when adjacent to
A

similar consonants the vowels can be classified as front, /1/ and /e/;

central, /a/; back, /u/ and /0/.

14. The articulatory details rdlated to this quality are summarized at a later point

section 4.3.



5-7

FRONT CENTRAL BACK

'MOH

MID

LOW a

uno.c,ctYAC/ I

inttsyllables
)

the vowels are shorter and are

pronounced less distinctly than in the stressed syllable of a word. (In most

cases this involves a pronunciation with the tongue closer to a mid-central

position than for the corresponding stressed vowel.) The effects of this

reduction, as it is called, are markedly less in the syllable of a word which

immediately precedes the main stress than in other unaccented syllables.

/143 14T6r into the total Ammmin (ad j.) Fig14lATO 086Tm
for smoke it is washed lights

(short form
neut. p. p.)

of-attsda AomoBon BI moTan

(gen. 144 brownie drained :751Ti:ht (gen.)

(past mast.
perfective)

/u/ yirdx woof myMOB6# B dmvTax cB6Tx
of noise in the pools to light (dat.)

/e/ avirt stage 3MUrpdHT ndTep (106pre
emigrant padre forte

/o/ 2.T4)11, hotel 60111314E4RP
bon vivant

x&oc.
primordial
Chaos

B4To

veto

The occurrence$cf AV in an unaccented syllable andef /e/ in an un-

accented syllable after a plain consonant (or none), have a special status

in Russian. They are found only in foreign words incompletely assimilated



c0

to the Russian vocabulary. <(in general the letters ,o' and a are read

with identical pronunciation in unaccented syllables, both as spellings for

the phoneme /a/

In unaccented syllables following palatalized consonants, the situation

is somewhat more complicated. For the most part, only the vowels /1/ and /u/

are found. iribe spelling for /u/ is m for /1/ it may be It e or

In certaln situations additional phonemic distinctions are made, end there

is considerable variation as to these among different speakers. There may

even be vacillation between pronunciations on the part of a given indivilual.

/1/ 6xecTA shine! nzetten6H humeral
(imperfective imperative)

/U/ 6.7110 C T to guard.

will knock
out the wedge
(pies. 3 sing. .

perfective)

xmotieB6H key (adj.) BIA201101-leT will peck
out (pres. 3 sing.

perfective)

Some speakers of standard7Russian regularly distinguish /1/ (ft) and

/e/ (e0) in unaccented syllables. Others do so only in the syllable

preceding the main stress apart from the final syllable of w.irds, which

requir6special consideration and will be mentioned separately below.

The distinction would seem to be mostly characteristic of meticulous

speaking, or of speakers who follow an older standard of pronunciation.

/1/

within the leaf

I'll arrive
(press 1st sing.
perfective)

drunkard

6.necTA

nP§A/

nenrx

/e/

shine: (imperfective
imperative)

I spin (pres. 1st sing.
(imperfective)

rooster



1 /1/ /e/

zHeT0B6n in sheets (a43.) metteB6P1 humeral

BbilCJIHHHT will unwedge Btliotenam to unrivet
(pros. 31-d sing.

paefentive)

In final syllables, particularly the inflectional endings of words, the'

four phonemes /i/, /e/, /u/, may all be distinguished after palatalized

consonants.

/t/ B4nH Johnny's rdemm
(gen.)

/e/ ,B4me to Johnny mhe
(dat.)

/a/ Bthin Johnny stips1

/u/ Balm Johnny yAgpio
(acc.)

die down (perfective
imperative)

broader

believing (gerund)

I'll hit (pres. 1st sips
per

The possible occurrence of vowel phonemes after the plain consonants

A/1 /4/1 and /c/ is not necessarily the same as after other plain consonants.

Quite generally it differs at the ends of words, where unstressed /e/ can occur

regularly after these consonants.

Agen.)/i/ K6icH 3f.nm

/s/ Miate xdze Pine (dat.)

Puma street (nom.)/a/ MAma take x6E:a skin

g.liirdicy (ace.)/u/ Mlim 1cy 6scy



In other situations, speakers may either distinguish /i/, /a/,

/u/, as after other plain consonants; they may have only a two-way

distinction, merging /a/ with /i/; of they may have a four-way

distinction /i/, /e/, /a/, /u/, as shown above for final syllables.

One of the major factors involved here, and in many problems of

Russian unstressed vowels, is the extent to which the spelling of a

word fl.fluences its pronunciation for various speakers and at

various times.

<A particular problem of vowels in unstressed syllables

involves the third person plural forms of verbs with the spellings

HT and aT . Without stress ( 6p6cRT 'they will throw'

c4xc5T 'they serve')many Russians say /ut/ rather than /at/./

Other Phonemes:

The usual pattern in Russian is for each word to have one main

stress /4/. In addition to he stressed syllable, it may have quit,L,

a few unstressed syllables.

mmteplummomanmskum

BibcpmeTannmaymuteeeR

internationalization

what cryst4izes out (nom. sing. neut.
'pres. act. participle, perfective, re-

flexive)

When a group of words are spoken together (in a single phrase))

each regularly carries one stress. It is most frequent for the

stressed syllable of the last word to be the most prominent in the

whole phrase. Since it is possible, however, for a word other than

the last to 'Carry the. greatest A.ominence, the symbol /0/ will be

written to indicate the phrase emphasis with whatever /4/ is actually

most prominent.

6TyllexT oTBeetuin The student was answering.

cTy'AeHT oTsetign It was the student who was answering.

The normal stress for some word+ithin a phrase is weaker than

the stress /4/ which is found on most nouns, verbs, and adjectives.

meeTo .c66pa into the meeting place

mecTo *c66pa instead of meeting

M6 c6pira wash (your) brother! rtixe 6en6Ta

Ma
w

6paT my brother

nast!.er than
a swamp

aixe 6en6To even a swamp!

This lesser stress, /j /, is also found on the first part of certain



compounds.

ioro-36naA southwest 6neAmo-rony6OU pale blue

it also appears in the reading of abbreviations.

CCP /es bs. dr/ Soviet Socialist Republic

C. C. 3peR6ypr /ds 4S evinburk/

There are also a few other special instances of the occurrence

of /4/.

Tp8xcOT /tvbx sdt/ of 300 (gen.)

Hoe-Rax /kbya kAk/ one way or another

He c xem 4sem/ there is nobody with whom to

There are a few words in Russian, mostly conjunctions and

interposed particles, which may occur without stress when used

normally in a sentence Some of these are al.nost always without

stress; fdr others the unstressed form is one possible alternative.

Examples of a few of these are given below:

OH, mon, xotieT, wro6 BU npm
He want's you to come, they say.

OTO Liem poem ms 143.B6CTHO.
Why, everybody knows that already.

(The stresses on the words not underlined in the examples above show

one particular, reasonably colorless, way of reading these sentences;

they might, of course, be said with different stresses on some words

if a different emphasis is in mind.)

((-

VBy words without stress in the sense discussed here, it is not

meant to include instances of nouns with the stress shifted to

a preposition,(e.g,,e6 ropoA /z6garat/ 'out of town' no nony

/p6palu/ 'across the fields') or instances like He 6H.rio /ndbilai

'it wasn't'.



There are phenomena in the pronunciation of Russian comparable

'to the division -point phoneme in English (/... /). They have not as yet,

however, been extensively described by investigators. It is not known,

for instance, whether the possibility of locating word boundaries solely

w+. c1/4

on the basis of what is heard is as generally characteristic

A
of Russian as it is of English. The tendency is to have / intervening

some place between any two stressed vowels -- occurring with either /4/ or

/1i/ -- whether at word boundaries or between parts of a compound.

Certain effects on pronunciation are quite clearly associated with the
row.'

occurrence of / /. Some of these willt,be considered,

if an open transition / / is present somewhere between an unstressed

vowel and a stressed vowel in the following syllable, the unstressed vowel

exhibits greater reduction in pronunciation than the partial reduction

usually observed in the syllable before the main stress.

plOB6RbH0 /davOlna/ sufficiently

sdablio Ida vOlna/ indeed willingly

014.71 OnATB /st(11 a°p&t/ he started again

wvino nATE. /stla °p&t/ there got to be five

Some prepositions may occur either with a stress )/ on the preposition,

separated by / from the following word, or without stress and joined to

the following word. Thisproduces pairs like:

nepek2 mion

/piridamn;y/

/perida mn6y/
in front of me



If a stressed syllable is the last one before an open transition, the

vowel in it is noticeably shorter than otherwise.

TiTLII Tethi itiPati °t6/ the mulberries are there
,/,

TIT H TdM /tilt 3. eltilin/ V here and there

The ii;6i/ also

Td ze /t6 .i/ the seine

A vowel separated from a palatal consonant by / is pronounced with

the type of variant which would occur if no lonsonant stood next to it.

0 - C
1 V

C C

C C

C C

TdHH Tei.M

Td He T1S.M

XOTAT

XOTY) a,4

/teni °t&m/ the shadows are there

/te ni°tK9/ those aren't there

AcatAt/ they want

/rat Hell, even

In syllables not immediately preceding the main stress, an unstressed

/a/ is pronounced more as a low vowel (with less reduction) when it follows

/ than otherwise.

x AzeicedHAPY kalik
o
sandru/

Arirr A.nexcdmpa /62.11k alik°sndra/

-Preceding / /, unstressed /a/ also shows lessened reduction

'althougL it is more reduced before /. / than after / /.

Acarosopix

Ra ropoplIa

/dagavarfl/ he finished speaking

/da gavat he was talking, right enough

. ,

- .1#
IV The phoneme /1/ after a plain consonant followed by / / is pronounced yivai

akt after plain consonants generally..



The effects of open transition at other points cannot oe simply stated.

In impressicaistic terms, they suggest description as a checking in the

stream of speuch before going on to the next sound. Thu3 there can be clear

differences in transition as tho only feature distinguishing certain pro-

nunciations of the following pair of items, although this does not fall under

any of the types yet mentiemd.

TaM tipxa /tam L-ka/

TEL mdpica ,/ta marks/

there's an arch there ....

that stamp

Until more studies of the problem are available, the details as to just

where / / can occur and how it affects adjacent sounds in each case must be

left unclear.

(:p
The breaking up of long stretches into phrases is operative in Russian.

'-' The ends of phrases terminate in different ways, which can be

assumed to contrast much as do /i/1 /Q /'and /11 in English.

About Russian pitch phenomena, no systematic .Cements can at present

be made with much assurance. An analysis representing Russian pitch with four

significant levels, similar to those required for English, has been suggested.

Such a system will be employed where convenient in this study.
,

END--Chapter 3
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. Russian and English Sounds Compared

. This chapter considers the relations to be found between English

sounds and Russian sounds, both as parts of two different systems and

as.iniependant items of pronunciation.

The comparison of the English and Russian sound systems in this

work makes a basic division between problems of individual sounds and

problems of sound combinations, and likewise in general endeavors to

treat separately vowels, consonants, and other types of phonemes.

Such divisions can only be approximate, as there is overlapping influence

smong the various compartments.
0 In this anal chapter, the notation R/ / is used for phonemes of

Jiusslan and 4/ / Zor phonemes of EncJish.
11.1, ,tressed vowels

Certain points about the relations between the vowels of Russian

and English can be brought out by comparing charts of te two

Aybtems,

Russian English

i 0,i u

a o e A 0

a E2

The most evident difference is that Russian bas fewer elements in its system

even considering only the individual vowel. phonemes and not the

diphthongs.

44.
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Associated with the smaller number of phonemic distinctions

between vowels in Russian, each Russian vowel phoneme has a wide

range of pronunciation. The variants of the same vowel phoneme

in different circumstances will be found to resemble the sounds

of at least two different vowel nuclei of English.

°Russian does have sequences of a vowel followed by Rh/. There

is little reason within the patterns of Russian for regarding

these as inherently different from any other sequences of a vowel

followed by a consonant. They are, however, obviously somewhat

comparable to the English diphthongs ending in ty/.

Russian

iy. uy iy

ey oy ey

ay

y0:4107'130 6itixitil beast

murder violent

6e
struggle

bay
__beat ,(imper, struggle

=fective imperative

MaH
May

English

ay

my

oy

boy

Confusion for the English hearer arises from the fact that in
If

Russian the W-position of a following palatal or palatized

consonant is anticipated during the preceding vowel. This is moat

noticeable 11.n the situation C when the preceding consonant is

(:0/44r, V (01..tecei l'r )
plainoirather than palatalitel; t e shift, during the vowel, of the

basic articulatory position in a palatal direction makes more

pronounced the impression of a gltde before the consonant.

t3/61---
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Russian vowels in the environmqnt C___9 need to be distinguished

from sequences of a vowel followed byg/y/. Each of these two types

bears a similarity to itnglish complex nuclei containinge/y/.

TONH

of the secrets

(gen. pl.)

BONH

of wars

(gen. pl.)

nOtino

swill

Soling

Foyle's

stein

coin

boiler

CTEtHb

stand up

(perfective imperative)

KOHb

steed

none

field

Most dialects of English have no diphthong /uy/), though some

speakers do, for instanceppronounce buoy as one syllable not

homophonous with bov. For cAer speakers) the closest analogue of

/to,/ is thwiyi,

anon Dewey's rycn
be sulky goose's (gen.)
(imperfective imperative)

1-P
x !RussisnR/u/ is a higher) backer, more rounded vowel thanit/u/.

Englishlf/uw/ is a diphthong which becomes increasingly higher)

backer, and more rounded during the course of theC/w/ glide,

something which kassiana/u/ does not do. The beginning of(:° /uw/

may be quite a centralized vowel) so that phonetically the nucleus

is approximately taw). The end ofe/uw/ has approximately

the right quality for Russianft/u/ in the environment C C. In



q°

the positions 9' 0 it is further forward, and in 9 9 it reaches

an approximately central position. With the frontingR/u/ also

becomes progressively a bit higher and more rounded.

C

foot cDyT .7110)1 KY11014

12 in. folk key

uw

loot

'For RussianR/o/ the situation is parallel. It is a higher,

backer, more rounded vowel than /o/ and lacks the diphthongal

glide of Dow/. It is closest tot /o/ in C C. In

it is considerably fronted and approaches the height and roun'ting

characteristic of the end ofe/ow/.

0 c c 9 c 9_9
taught TOT TVTKa TgTR

this aunty aunt

OW

tote

ci)

RussianR/a/ in th, environment C C.may be fairly close

e/a/. Just how close depends on the dialect of English,

sinceR/a/ in this situation is central, but Englishe/a/ may be

more back than central for many speakers. (Conversely, some

Americans have a pronunciation oft /a /, especially beforee/t d

which is fronter thangtat.), In 9 Sg/a/ ranges towards

In 9 0 it is intermediate.

a C o 9 9_9
Nett MXT MIT UATb

checkmate is rumpled to rumple
(short form
Asc. pat
participle'

mat
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Russian1K/e/ in the environment 9 C is close to /e/;

in C__ _C it ranges towardse/aq; in it approachese/ey/.

For this reason, the English speaker may easily confuseR/e/ in

9 9 withg/ey/0 althoughlIT/e/ in this environment has very little

Sal.

C C e

ion
whole
(short
form
masc.)

sell

tkr/ey/

Cam
Polish
parliament

cen
sat down
(past masc.
perfective)

E9/eY/

same

(14n
those dialects in which/ a /

vowel phoneme, it serves as a fairly good

g/1/ in CC (bi.). The Russian vowel in

bit further back than t?../e/. Russian 1Z/1./

fronter than t/i/ and lacks the glide

an extremely close high front vowel.

C c e i 9,_,__C

Ckm
son

i
Och (such) sin anMeliH

orange

9___9 ey

eenbAb sail

herring

9.9
comb
seven

can be found as a stressed

approximation to Russian

this position is normally a

in c__C is higher and

of etiy/. In 9_9, ft/ i/ is

iy 9.9

seen CHtib
dark blue
(short fora masc.)

ft/iy/ City / 9_9
yoatitla pieta
killer

Vic
(hypocoristie)
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UThe relations between the stressed vowel systems of Russian and

English show a considerable overlapping in ranges of pronunciation.

Diagrams can be made to indicate which nuclei in the two languages

are the source of interference. Considering vowels as found with a

stress accentP/h/ or9A/ in Russian and the full vowels of English)

these diagrams represent the situation.

iy iy

R E

uy uwiy

uw

u

k. E
. R E

ay Ammon. ey oy oy

e ow

R

ay ...worm ay

a
a

Making certain simplifications) a summarizing diagram can be

constructed to indicate the basic similarity in pattern or all the

diagrams above. Here V stands for any vowel) VI for mg another

'towel or complex nucleus.

Vy Vy

,./. VI
V

The meaning of this shorthand diagram is that it may be said

in general that any Russian vowel phoneme has relevant relations to

.4.

r1P



three English vowel nuclei; one of these involves a (y); this one

is in turn related to a Russian sequence of vowel plus (y).

The order of the symbols in the summary diagram is correct for

Lug[4.141D but V and V' would be interchanged forglandEl The other

simplification lies in the lack of a tucleus /uy/ in most dialects

of English, so thate/uwiy/ fills this spot in the diagram. Note

also thatiE/aa/ is found both in theNdiagrel and theOdiagram.

(i'

IThe_piily English stressed vowel nucleus not yet mentioned, of those

regularly occurring in most dialects, is /aw/ (hound). The closest

analogy to it in Russian is /fiu/ as in 44atia 'fauna'. The Russian

sequence, however, divides between two syllables, while the English

diphthong is the nucleus of a single syllable.

craw°
ostrich

ntty311
pauses (pl.)

Strauss

lousy

The most serious difficulty with Russian vowels for an American comes in

learning to make the proper accommodations to the adjacent sounds.

(For the Russian learner of English)

the problem is to incorporate phonemic distinctions which are strange
.s poe tire e4 .5,,4ape., WKIC h .11050.1 Ly

to his syatern)eitliditAL
IA 44 Ay Chit rAgesS41 wives erre Her. -rpte tuire*1

,toyel I !AVM (P/M tai) It tiwtt1 ,p.ete)101 VICYV'ef 511.5ets pretethel h .4J

leSie' eete.ast. .1,eir terry evte Ivto vevei Stic-tAt (eile*"")
N (44.42 H

H.2 Unst.'essed Vowels
101A Hy meNee

I Unstressed Rassiang/u/) especially after C) in the syllable

isiftediately before a stressed syllable is to be compared with tiu/.

The other English nucleus relevant for comparison is the type of

aftw/ found afterl!/y c LI. (Even unstressed) Russiang/u/ is usually

higher) backer) and more rounded than and it does not have the



diphthongal glide normally found inItw/.)

.

cynTaH
sultan

totten
young man

fulfil /fulfil/

unique /yiwniyk/

4Russianik/a/ in the syllable immediately before a stressed syllable

is a higher vowel than stressed Riff/ and approaches English 61A/.

Mather the English vowel to vhich. pre-stress R/a/ bears the closest

resemblance is E/ / or E/a/ depends on the dialect of English.
A

a

**".... a

R/a/

nocTp611K8
building construction

ali6piSann
ambrosia

frustration /frAstrtyrin/

umbrella /Ambrtlt/

A
anviticKoro ulterior /ptiriyir/

Altaic (gen. sing.
masc, or neut.) E/a/

volcanoSOAK /valkgyniv/ (can have E/I)thsti

by the wolves
(instr. pl.)

ANTApKTIIKEI 'ontology /antfiliTiy/

Antarctica

Axctit4t.n Oxonian /aks6wniyin/
(woman's to e)
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!Other variants of unstressedil/a/ with a phonetic quality similar to

eh/ : are found after andand next to certain vowel phonemes.
,

arrange
pineapple

unambitious kinc151)(r;is/

(Vowel phonemes do not ordinarily occur imredio rely next to one

another in Enlist) AEnglisht,IA/ cannot be found in surroundings

which make it directly comparable with unaccentedq/a/ adjacent to

another vowel

cooTnotagnite
correlation

(11
i In final syllables) t-veiZ/ / unaccn'' ed iT/a/ is much like

Kooneaume
cdperation

e/t/ beforeU/ 1.

Anna Anna /eta/

VA° Judah /16wdt/
wonZer (noun)



170-111
In environments other than those already discussedlunstressed

R/a/ and} /i/ after a plain consonant (C) fall within the

range of English /5/i/. On the averageolt/a/ will be a lower

L
vowel than t/t/'andri/

A
/ will be a higher and backer vowel;

English f/t/1 however) is subject to considerable variation

depending on the neighboring sounds and also according to the

dialect of the speaker.

M500T
eleguint's trunk

BIAK71
he squeezed out
(past masc.)

habit

vigil

014301.1 schism
dove grey
(prepositional sing.)

nonbues6H epilogistic
(40141

equidistantialBS01130pAT b
put in place

cop83m6pHuti supererogatory
proportional

surrealisticcopomon4N
40th

ti_

'76

ArvstiT
achieved (short
form masc. past
participle)

0
B' to
he svrvived
(past masc.)

criamm
dove grey
(instrumental sing.)

nunbueB6H
pollinic

Bbtrtn0p4Tb
turn out

empomnirtiwil
raw

clipopapeHme
cheese-making



ti

7 (1

j.Russian gill after a plain consonant in the syllable before a stress

is only roughly comparable to etYit.

M14111(41-10 machine [less like mamma machine]

mouse (adj.)

AtimOK
puff of smoke

nun 14.1T b
to raise.dust

Damascus [less like goLiOx little house)

polite [less like riOnciTb to pour)

Unstressed 1/i/ after a palatalized or palatal (or no) consonant)

while less high and frontAvowel than stressed )5,/i/) is still higher

and fronter than English t/i/. Also it lacks the [y] -glide which

is characteristic of t/iy/rat least for large numbers of speakeys.

filtration /filtreylin/ tininbTautin detraction /diyir ksint
id.

affix afiks/ a viKC taffies /t&fiyz/
(noun) id,

e-1

ford./ Russian unstressed / /i/ and iViy/ both bear considerable

resemblance to &iy/.

PriAlf PiAH
rad gm for the sake of are glad

ready /rediyi

(It is to be noted that in certain styles of speech Russians may fail

to distinguish final 9i and 9iy. The adjective ending spelled

t4)(3 and mil after 15 r)x),5121 is pronounced as either4/iy/ or

a/ay/1 speakers who use the latter pronunciation have only rare

instances of unstressed Ciy for instance

Brunei (T, v iy / Even if the adjective Kling is pronounced as

K/ay/o the closest analogue in English is stillOiy/.

WiTort0 /stagiy/ or /slrcliay, Yogi

strict

&lung /sully/ or /sitlay/ mealy,
kind

tj,



(1)

(7g

(/is mentioned before
A
final unstressed Rja / rather thanR/i/, is

comparable to pii.

AHHH
AnnPs (gen.)

Annie Anna AHH8.

KOAIA Cody coda Holm
codes of code (gen.)

In most cases the vowels in Russian unaccented syllables which

come immediately before a stressed syllable are to be compared with

English fullvowel nuclei, while those in other unaccented syllables

are to be compared with English reduced -vowel nucleiE/iyhgjibEW.

The most characteristic association in thepre-stress position

would be:

R/i/ - [rig RA/ - L'F/A/ a/ u/ - e/u/

(also /i /) (of E/V)
In other unaccented syllables) there are in general three Russian

,

vowel phonemes involved) 0a/)11/ /,and three English vowel

!

nucleie/ty6 &i/, and 0,44
0

, but the two sets cannot bs matched up

in a simple way.

ay

iy iy

/°#°

a

rt EL

u iw only for certain
environments of t/iw/.

11.3 Consonants

Comparison of charts of the Russian and English consonants is useful

for a rough indication ci the relation of the two systems.

(See attached diagram).
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0
It is evident that certain elements in each system are not

directly relatable to anything in the other. That is, we can say

that the consonant phonemes essentially most foreign to the other

language are in Englishfiwebtjr9h/ and in Russian

a/cryx7/.

In cer,..ain cases a phoneme in one system may be compared to

a sequence of phonemes which exists in the other. Thus, we need

to consider the relation of e/ to(t/6/ (.4X, T)x) and of

I /c/

In some circumstances the English consonant phoneme h7/ must

be considered comparable to the Russian vowel phonemert/u/0 as for

(4t1)
instan'e in the previous discussion of the relation

A
betweenefiw, and Rifiu/.

The most basic difference between the consonant systems of

English and Russian is the contrast between plain and palatalized

consonants which pervades the Russian consonant pattern.

To a first approximation, Russian plain consonants are

comparable to English consonants before the back-vowel phonemes

e/u/ ande/o/. Russian palatalized consonants are like English

consonants beforeelibiliY/, and /y /.

Consonants followed by (2/y/ in English are generally to be

found only beforee/uw/0!/ur/ and d/4 /. From the point of view

of comparison with Russian, the interesting possibilities are those

represented by:

s2pw imbue mute few view skew

(tune) (duke) tenure (news) (suit) (Zeus)

value (lute) erudite (rude)



The words in parentheses above have th/ in fewer types of

American English. In stressed syllables Pily/ and 1!7/ry/ (lute,

rude) are not common. (Some dialects, which use /iw/ in of

e/yuw/ after consonants in stressed syllables) have consonants

followed by /y/ regularly only before /i/:

impudent nebula tremulo

inoculate angular nephew Savior

Approximate equivalence may be said to exist between Russian

and English sounds at the beginnings of these words:

b 45yT boot

rubble

b MOOT 614C beauty
bust encore.

beast

The situation is further complicated, however, by the existence

of clusters of palatalized consonant followed by /y /, which are

also roughly comparable to English /by /, etc.

9Y 9

plOT
bey pour

abOT
pours

moT
ferocious (short form masc.)

ilex(
ice

, pbRH pHA
. fervent (short form masc.) row

nbeca
stage play

necxR
song

cembx cemil
farlilly's (gen. sing.) ofSeyen (gen. sing.)
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There are also, at least for many speakers of Russian, clusters

04

of plain consonant followed by R /y /.

9 9 Y Cy

o6eporKa 61614 06264
cover we beat girth

wit )01111314 WM
elm of st,.thble (gen.) in reality

Subject, then, to the %imitatIons on the occurrences of

tutted. /C/5 tokts eer gnyco,sonati t

sequences of'Cy'in English ,the following diagram schematizes the

relations of elements in the two languages, relevant to the plain VS,

r/
palatalized distinction in Russian. , Since is

A

virtually limited to occurrence beforee/uw/le/ur/, ir/iw/ and

5iiir/, the closest sounding sequence in English tr R /cOefore

vowels other tan kin/ is often E/Ciy/.

e

drunk

6b6m
we beat

piano /piyentw/

beyond /blygnd/

Obviously) this presents another .
possible type of interference

of English habits in the learning of Russian pronunciation.

In English, furthermore, many words vary between a hurried

prinunciation withe../Cy/ and a careful pronunciation with diCty/

serious e/siryis/ or Psirtyls/

menial e/miynyll/ or e/miniyi1/1

to



1s-r. 1,a-

e3
01
/Both the plain and the palatalized consonants of Russian involve

types of sound formation which are strange to English speakers. In

the case of the palatalized soundsiApart of this is quite apparent;

simultaneously with the other aspect) of pronunciation, the blade of

the tongue is held near the palate) as it is when ty] is pronounced.

As hae been noted Jr discussity; vowels, the effect of the (y)-pronunciation

simultaneous with the consonant is oft,:n extended so that it markedly

affects an adjacent vowel.

For plain consonants, the basis for the special features of the

sound are less obvious. Plain and palatalized consonants in Russian

differ not only as to position of the tongue in the mouth but also

as to the aperture of the throat cavity. Thu passage through the

threat is more open for palatalized sounds and tighter for plain

sounds. Aussian plain consonants are accompanied by more constriction

than are their. English counterparts; as a result, they strike speakers .

of English as sounding "dull" or "muffled". It addition, Russian plain

consonants are pronounced pith a certain amount of lip tension, even

when not adjacent to one of the rounded vowel phonemes at/u/ orgioi).

A speaker of English who wishes to acquire an acceptable

pronunciation of Russian has to learn new habits for making the plain

sounds as well as for the palatized ones.

i.One important difference found in comparing the consonants of

Russian and English is the way in which the corresponding stop phonemes --

represented by the same letters in the phonemic transcriptions of the

two languages --'do not match closely as to phonetic quality of

pronunciation. Diagrammatically, the situation can be represented thus:

R E



The differences are most pronounced when consonant begins

a stressed syllable. In this circumstanced 2/p/1 tt/I and

E/k/ are aspirated i.e.,,the stop closure is followed by a short

period during which there is a fairly audible escape of breath before

the voicilig for the vowel of the syllable begins. /13/0

R/t/A/k/ are unamiratedj the voicing of a following vowel or other

voiced sound (WryllmTnpyvy1) beginsA immediately after the

closure for the stop is opened.

The difference betweeneibb gild6tig/ andilibil 006 and kg/

in this citrcumstunce consists principally in the fact that the period

of voicing while the stop closure exists is much shorter in the cane

of'the English sounds.

These differences in the timing of the starting of vocal cord

vibrations result tr the possibility of confusion between (eh/ and

end; A/t/ and t/d/) Allc/ and Eig/.

RIO

STOP
CLOSURE VOICING

EILIZUERE2
..

1=1,11.4
Km/ szNzgAmplzzzzz.mm

Time

e /b/



pool nyA boot 6yT
36 pounds rubble

two Ty do pyx
that (acc. sing. spirit
fem.)

cool icy° goose nycT:
morsel dense (short

form masc.)

plot nnag blot 6naT
parade ground thieves' cant

clean KJISIE glean 11111,11i

wedge of clays (gen.
pl.

tress TpecK dress up6Fto.
crash flagpole

quash Kase, guava 11303Ab
!mho ::..) nail

twice TBapb Dwyer ABa
creature two

Aftergis/0 t k/ are unaspirated and in this

circumstance they come closer to the pronunciation of

I/p t k/.

spool

stool

school

ny,4

Ty

Rye

After EL:if s I/ the onset of voicing is not markedly

delaye and in this respect there is no important difference from

Russian sounds.

Initial I/v v z z 4'1 are voiced from the very beginning

of the fricative sounds) while in initiale/v/ andit/z/ the

start of voicing is considerably delayed so that we have in effect

f
vl and rz). (Initial ea/ is rare some speakers use it

in partially anglicized French words such as aenre --so it does not

U.



enter the picture here.)

photo (DOTO vote SOT
id. there

soup cyn zoom ay6
id. tooth

It is also true that final voiced stops and fricatives in

English are only voiced part way through the sound (robe [40
\t/

road [4], rogue fiXi, rove lvf], rose [26. Since, however,

Russian normally has only voiceless final stops and fricatives,

this is of only slight interest in contrasting the two languages.

I: In this section consonant phonemes will be treated in groups which

exhibit similar inter language relationships. The discussion will

also treat other differences in pronunciation less basic than those

of the preceding sections, in that they are less structurally

relevant for comparison between the two languages.

The first group is one for which the important relations are

only those already discussed involving palatalization and voicing;

and for which the English consonants being considered frequently occur

before Ely/.

R E R

PY
PY

b
b

Ly
by' my
I



cs,,_
. . ,

t't.'< fit r (.7t:ki's-';

.--

c 9 c
9Y

P .'macx i kuss ,...p_eace ruieK ridcir0 A Pusey nbtoiudi
setting in clirp motley drinking
motion (pres. participle)

'I boot beast
rubble

6MO y.6.QCT
encore: bust

beauty 61)10T
they beat

`tfAVIP
mood ,mere 'Mvip Immt ,mute cemb6

Wise (short
peace seven

form masc.)
(instrumental)

F. R E

8
8

[s]
gY

Op) (fly])

From the point of view of English the relations in this group

are mucb the same as in the previous one. The major difference lies in
.

the great rarity of Russian (ke y] '[$y] and the limitations as to where

A/ and /114) [g] and (] occur.

C CCr 9Y

tcy6 coop keep KI411 MOCK) accuse (rlyMbs3H)
cube of stacks Kyushu

(gen. pl.)

upT gourd gear rip argue .;'/

herd of clock weights
(gen. pl.)

. ,

41 ,,--
'Russian It/i/ and 1/v/ are pronounced with the lower lip pushed

further forward khan for English igf/ and e/v/.
cpa.yarf.p. 64- R/v/cma. -.

Foeopil there are some additional factors involved. Russian

k tater
tgiv/ is relatable to e-/w/ while/kit in turn is in certain environments

comparable to Russian unstressedK/u/. Otherwise., the relationships

involved in this group are much like those for p/ abdt,b/.
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The sequence Rip/ is rare in Russian

c 9
c
) 9Y

cllyT foot fiend OPURH Ispag . fuel cxyclma
foot Finn graphing skull-cap

(gerund)

i
BOT vote veal B1311 ktepsto view B b10-

athere. of pitch- ',701-01 I twist
fork (gen. (dative)
[p1. tantum])

Nu/ e/w/

y 6be Wales BEIBBO
Wales waltz

AYSnb dwell Asa
duel two

.ryas° guano rBihnuiFi
guano guards

TyaneT twilight TBOVeti
attire creator

Even though Russian unstressed f /u/ before a stressed vowel
,t

often sounds more likeP/w/ than doesfk/vb Russians generally

substituteK/v/ for e/w/. This is probably influenced by the fact

that unstressediVu/ before a vowel represents an unusual pattern

in Russian.

As was pointed out before RussiangAu/ is comparable to
I

EnglishE/aw/. There are also examples in Russian of g/64. These,



C

t

however, are too rare to have much importance for comparison with

English 41/ow/.

cTpaye Strauss
ostrich

IllOy shoW aHtioyc chose

Shaw (gm/ anchovy /Mwz/

;
fly

111;-

Russian Rini and On/ are dental, with the tip of the tongue

touching the back of the upper front teeth whileeni is alveolar,

with the tip of the tongue against the gum ridge a bit behind the

upper front teeth.

9 9Y

Hy noose niece 1-11013 Cl3fITEHIO continue JlaTb1H1,10
well, now bottom sacredObject Latiri-Danguage)

(accusative) (instrumental)

For initial Le,/n/ and e/ny/ the relation to Russian depends upon

the dialect of English.

C C CY
) )

Hy new 6pa4 new HpaHL4
, (/nuw/) I scold (/Bzuw/) pack of lies

(dat. sing.)

I; The principal difference between the next and the previous groups is the

limitation of English e/sy/., t/zy/ to certain dialects. Certain

speakers who otherwise lacke/sy/d/zy/ have these clusters in a few

words, particularly in what are often considered more elegant

pronunciationi.

issue /lAyuw/ visual /viguwil/

nblw/ /viziwil/



(For various reasons, including these pronunciations and also such

relations as

n tenant s fissile z seize

ny tenure s fissure z seizure

there is some tendency for the speaker of English to regard [sy] and

rig], [zy] and [I) as equivalen

E

C ,

cyn sodp

E

seep

9
c Cy

,

e
01411YI nOcio issue 001:40

hoarse elk axle
(short form (dat. sing.) (instr. sing.)
masc.)

BOLO suit
all (acc. C/S/UN'e)
sing. fem.)

. .
3y6 zoo zeal 314M RHR310 closure-- re OBROblO
tooth of winters prince bond

(gen. pl.) (dat. sing.) (instr. sing.)

OTO310 Zeus

pathway (/)..yi.Ables/)

(acc. sing.) --

;1LikeA/n/I Russian fl/ t d d/ are dental rather than alveolar.

In certain environments, especially at the end of a syllable

(Mairb mother BegbMilf witch) Russian 1%/ and 11/d/ may sound

440e

to English speakers like 1!,./ 1 and /.j/. The absence of eity/
q10.

gldy/ in many dialects makes E///i9-6/ the most generally

comparable sounds to rity/ and r{ /dy /. ,

- (As with the previous2roup there are tendencies toward*

equating E /ty/ and e/ /1e/dy/ and al supported among other

'40



things by variant pronunciations.

nature /Ay ur/ sedulous /sedyuwlis/

ine6tr/ c%),

and by relation to other combinations:

n tenant d verdant t vested

ny tenure verdure
v
c- vesture)/

R R

4The relation between 15/j/ and RA/ involves the voiced type ofltr6/

occurring before other voiced sounds.

anti6g npo' We ROtib Aastma
greed scram daughter of David)

c 9 9 9Y
Is

Tyr took teak THR Tap chore muT136 4tpT
tight id. rubbed (mature) waiting Devil

(short form (past

masc.) masc.)

AYL( doom dean
of thoughts LH" ;Ti

Juno AbHKOH
o

dune (dune) deacon
dynes

(gen. p1.)

)4110 statue HHRT/44 1111(qty
Kathy dress weepTilg

(ace.) (dat. (dat. sing.)

:

sing.)

1

mensemo rocedure me8.122

bear copper

(dat. (instr.)

sing.)
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R E

T3

..
2,

The relationship of these consonants is much simpler. The

phonetic quality of EnglishjE/I/ is closer to that of the palatal
:F4

WV than the plainikri/. The length (or complexity) off ,/,

however, sets it apart from Englishir/1/, so in this respect plain
The quality of the plain R/6/ and R/ '/ in Russian is

KA/ seems the cloaer.largely produced by the protrusion of the lips, especially
he lower Up; this is more important in distinguishing them from the corresponding English
minds thanithe fact that the most raised part of the tongu is further back in the mouth for

JA C e; <---.7.-We-iiiiiiiiii-loilridsr

met shay SO
sew: of cabbage soup
(imperfective (gen. [pl. tantumj)
imperative)

'AO

. ,

aria;
osier n6wie

Lira

,4A:9TAlthough we generally consider e/r/ 'ndg /r/ as being

equivalent elements in the two languages, Russian. .(1/r/ is not

at all like the typical American Englisheir/, as say in roaa/rOr/.

Russian( l/r/ is a trill in which the tip of the tongue vibrates

against the aveolar ridge, usually touching it at least twice. The

English /r/ is typically a retroflex resonant with the tongue near

the palate and accompanied by protrusion of the lips. Meth./

phoneme has an extremely wide range of variants in different phonetic

abvironments; furthermore there are important differences between

British and American pronunciation.

Some Americans do use a trilled type ofg/r/ after /9/ as in

through eieruw/ - this is the type of r-sound which telephone

operators are instructed to use in three.

416
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The special type of voiced t-sound which many Americans use

before unstressed vowels (after another vowel) in words such as

city, bottom, senator is very much like one tap of the Russian

trilled kr/.

Palatalized Pir/ presents a peculiarly difficult problem for

Americans in that it is structurally different from English sounds

both in the basic manner of producing the sound and in the feature

of palatalization. A variety of English f7r/ which bears some

resemblance to Russian palatalized Pfr/ is found in stream

eIstrGm/

R E

4~.--ly

}Y

R E

C 9 9 9Y

AyK look leak IIHK n KW Luke 111:40T

onion outward hatchway they pour
appearance

cia6 threalh stream tp_H
fining 1 three

Bium value CTglIbt0
Vir(hypu... steel--
coristic) (instr.)

/(act.)

Kepi virulent AB6Pb10
I'Velieve door

(Instr.)

While the same type of pattern of interference as for most other

consonants extends to E/1/ and E/r/, the situation is further complicated by the

fact that the English hearer may very easily equate both g/}/ andft/F/



/
CL'

with e/y/:

R 13

(r)

y/

r
1 y

,

onopb (sonb 604 boy
argue pain combat
(imperfective
imperative)

. .
capon 3tmegb 3851U Zion
of 'glows (coal) bed hare Afiyin/
(gen. pl.)

;pop:1H nonfiu 6851H Dianne
of the noblemen of clearings accordion
(gen. pl.) (gen. pl.)

_ :The Russian velar fricativeg/x/ L. sometimes considered

comparable to Englishif/h/o but only because neither of these sounds

has a really close match in the other language.

The pronunciation of t/hy/ used by many speakers in hugellhx6Y/,

AmilialeihZ1W, humane/121,6min/ and the voiceless variety of &/y/

following the aspirated stop in cube Nki,Awb/p pure Dpzur/ are similar

in phonetic quality to the palatalized variety 4) of RussihnIt/x/ as

heard in xwepEdi 'sly'. The usefulness of this comparability is

limited by the fact that () occurs beforeR/i/ andR/e/ while the

voiceless type of C'y/ is found mainly before f../u/.

Cu,:
7,r.ts

ts,""



Russiang/c/1 as was mentioned before) needs to be compared

with the English sequence tits/. Russian

IC

sequences ofaits/.

4eny places where the spelling might suggest /ts/ the prevalent

pronunciation is actually fijc/.

aBep int e0BeT eKnH like xemet
Swedish Soviet German

rIeTp03aBe8aK lipKyTeK like ByLIK

Pronunciation of the sequence spelled Ten and men in verb

forms seems to be subject to considerable variation. The currently

fteck4 R.

preferred standard appears to be ^ ,filconetically4(c) TA-kbbat a

lengthened stop portion at the beginning. Other pronunciations which

R ftslif g /cot/

are used by some people are. and simple

English Eits/ 4:Cni;exceptionallyi,for some speakers, ound at the

beginning of words (e.g4 tsetseAso that Russian initial Ittc/ is quite

foreign to the patterns of English.

(KW

nogenytt
kiss

npeueawr
precedent

Tp*ttilf

ejts/
pizzicato

pretzel

Trotsky

R/t8/

nommxgrb
to dry up

npeasejlaTenb rig/
president

6TeTyn
Mice (between)

(In rapid speech Alta/ may in fact be replaced by)l/c/0

BeaidesIt0/, Russian has occasionally the sequencesNar
Veep/

/IC/; and
A

The first of these is actually the closest equivalent

in Russian to the English sequencet/tr/.

.4
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otiboxm
combings

Rpm
heaps

achieve

cootchie!

ormen
went away
(past masc.)

xyapti
worst

TOTtlaC (TOTtdiC) at once

46T11111,1 stepfather ft 4C/

in vain R /ti,/

a troll

Autry

T1.406405'
)

Other Phonemes

The effects produced by t / and gV / are in some respects

diametrically opposed. In Russian the syllable before R._ / is

rather abruptly terminated; in English when the preceding

syllable ends in a resonant it is prolonged.

4

atirnoctiKe undulation
/'angle sfiks/ 7nfileyilin/
&nglo-Saxon (man)

b).1 rnacAT ungelatinous
he declares /Atti 4.1& t tents/

ton glafit/ A

lAnother noticeable difference is that the glottal closure
A
often

occur
A

before vowels which follow t/ / in English is not found

in Russian.

ted 3TO
all this

saw edge
6_0'/ * 0 /
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In the comparison of stress phonemes, these are approximately

equivalent:

R

it/4/ ---t74/

RA/ ___Jr/q/ unstressed full vowel

unstressed vowel Rig/ e.f.ft/i/

rpua o
KOOTb greased %firs

gnawed a bone

lirnodixow / Anglo -Saxon

7Ang10-SaxonS

MU A87114 my dolly
we gave

XOTb mac at church
only an hour

The greatest difference in pattern of occurrences is the, in

Russiaykih/ is as a rule separated from a /4/ by an occurrence of

/ somewhere between; in English, on the other hand, an

unstressed full vowel may or may not have 0 / between it and

P°/4/.

pay line

/ply lays/

VS* saline

/seylayn/

warlock orlon

/wOr fhk/ Arran/

There is a degree of comparability between Russian unstressed

vowels in the syllable before the stress (either Af4/ or mi) and

an English unstressed full vowel when it occurs in a like position.

This is the case in English words like electrician /tlektrigin/

(cf. OneitTpl!ttecual)but this is not a common pattern for English



SP
words - unfortunately4from the point of view of making use of

English habits in acquiring Russian pronunciation.

- : It is believed that the intonation in both languages is reasonably well

analy ed in terms of four pit.-.1 level phonemes:

' A/1/ ('/2/ A/3/ (/4/ e/l/ EF-/2/ C/3/ f /4/

The pitches written similarly are then in each -;ase comparable

for each level from 1 {lowest to 4 Oaighes4.

(.7

1SimilArly comparable to the English terminalsell/ e/40/ and

r/t/ would be the Russian terminals, I/ 1/,/14/ (and quite possibly
arti.)

8'itThe most striking differences between the intonation of Russian

and the intonation of English are not in the sound of the possible

tunes for groups of wordsswhich are roughly speaking the same in the

two languages. The discrepancies lie rather in the meanings conveyed

by the intonational patterns. The intonational pattern proper in one

language in a given situation is often quite inappropriate if used for

that situation in the other language.

{`When a Russian word affected by a single pitch-level phoneme

receives a phrase emphasis ( /0/), there is a marked impression of the

pitch of the voice rising on the stressed syllable. For the

corresponding situation in English, the pitch of the stressed syllable

remains comparatively level.

4°M6X1.10 OT130pATI, ORH6?1
Hay I open the window?

4°Why did be want to get tut?
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4.i Co.(ticio,i ?a tic,1

'Of the sounds which occur in English but not in Russian, there are a

few for which the patterns of their use in English caninterfere with the

learning of Russian by English speakers.

]!In Russian, the sequencesg/nk/ (ilk) and Ring/ (ng] occur. Since in

English the only nasal sound usually found beforet/k/ ande7g/ is

tie/5/, there is a tendency to substitute foki and (Dg) in pronouncing

Russian words. As with all instances of this sort, this is most

pronounced when the words are associated arough similarity in both .

sound and meaning with English words.

if /g/

bank

English

0/n/

6atix

t/w/

In words wherelk/v/ occurs after a consonant (w) may get substituted

for NI on the basis of the fact that er/w/-rather than &/v /-

frequently followsconsonants.

raw/ 11/v/

equivalent 3KB11131111;HT

',There is a strong tendency for speakers of English to replace any

unstressed vowel in Russian by some variety of the English obscure

vowel IN/. qometimes such a substitution will be sufficiently

close to the Russian vote' but often it will result in an unacceptable

pronunciation. The relations involved were in part discussed in the
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1,2

5C'a off;

under unstressed vowels. (The

are too complicated for consideration here, as

and stylistic variation in both languages and

pronunciations in Russian.)

100

exact details involved

they involve dialectal

permiss .ble alternate
A

11.6. Consonant Cluster3

There are important differences between the two languages in the types.

of limitations found on the occurrence of consonants in clusters. In

,eneral more varied combinations are possible in Russian than in English.

Both languages have greater variety in medial than in initial or final

clusters.

;/The mos (.--lortant class of restrictions in English affects the

position in clusters of certain types of consonants 'n particular

resonants; these tend to occur adjacent to the vowel nucleus. Omitting

further more special,limitations, the following diagram summarizes the

pattern

Initial Clusters Final Clusters

.....

(OP , b y Vowel r s

(s)t , d w 1 Other 2

(s)k ) g r Nucleus m t!

f 0 1 n Consonants d.,

8 $ 1 (e)

Some additional initial consonant clusters are found starting with

Els/ (ord%/).

smile snail sphere svelte (shmoo schnapps)
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Final clusters Psp/ tat/
j
&sic/ also occur; these provide

the only cases among English non-medial clusters of the same

phonemes appearing in alternate arrangements.

e/130 asp e/ps/ apse

eist/ past eits/ pats

tisk/ ask P/10/ ax

Russian does not have similar limitations on relative positions

'of types of consonants except forf /y/ which occurs oily adjacent to

4



vowels. Many pairs of phonemes can occur in either order.

Initial:

(f/tr/ Trwl

R/g1/ rnaa

Rivil anew,

VCro/ IIMC7KHyTb

Final:

labor

eye

rt/rt/ pryrb

( /lg/ nraTE,

to attract 1V)).v/ nbBa

to smack roaI tatiarb

the lips

R/rt/ cnopr sport (/tr/ cuorp
R/rk mom- yhoivie rk/ke/ Mot()

rnaBm central boardAikf/ 6pcB

r
Fk/a/ KOMI dipper Rflif/ nonoton

ran/ r lath hymn Rhin/ COHL1

loot

quicksilver

to tell lies

of the lion (gen.)

to whisk away

Anal
inspect n

is ow,

of letters (gen. pl.)

of soles (gen. pl.)

assemblage

In both languages most of the long final clusters are due to a limited

number of affixes.

In English all four-phoneme final clusters, and many three-phoneme

ones, result from the suffixes spelled andand el.

/milts/

t/Skts/

efrsts/

P/rlds/

tempts

instincts

thirsts

worlds

e/mpst/

elgkat/

e/rpts/

0/ksts/

glimpsed

jinxed

excerpts

texts

In Russian a fair number of nouns with the suffix ,---c,rbo may

be used in the plural; the genitive plurals of these account for many

of the longer final clusters in Russian (all gen. p. "of the ...su )
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R./8w Kamec TB quantities

Rfctf/ cpeAcTa means

R/pstf/ yorlo6cira comforts

1 /mstf/ 3eMeT13 district assemblies

R/nstf/ TIISSHOTB sacraments

R/kstf, 6ercTB fleeings

fk?Alc ro3c.T8
fk/fstf/ atrocities

/rstf/ rocyAapcTs government.:

fystf/ yailicers murders

ilVlstf/ I13,11aTe7113CTB publishing houses

(Though-cf. also mOtICTp Fk/mOnstr/ monster.)

Place names with the suffix -cK furnish one of the most common

sources of final three-member clusters.

R/psk/ 1314Te6cK

Rimski TomcK

Rinski M...141-10K

/fsk/ CBepAnOricK

IC /rsk/ KypcK

.
F /ysk/ Hosopocciimex

itpxatirenbcK
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"Assorted other three-consonant final clusters do occur, although

none of them are very common, e.g.:

Rindr/ AneKccf.imp

Ringr/ B exrp Hungarian (man)

1,C/kW cne wrp spectrum

R/ntr/ Ltewrp center

FUstr/ RHeeTp D liC5tC?r r;ver

rt/rst/ sepcir gen. pl. of Bepcircli 'verse (1.065 km.)

q/r/ ropcm hollow of the hand

f /lxf/ BOJ1XB magus, wizard

q/tx1/ 3aTXJI musty (short form masc.).

The maximum length of initial clusters i lussian is apparently

four consonants. Such clusters result from the prefix spelled B3- or

BC -:

/vzbr/

/vzgl/

/vzdv/

ft, /fspl/

It /fstr/

/fsxl/

B 36pC131"11BaT

B3rIlfiXt

B3ABEISIBaTb

Bcnnecx

BeTpetia

BCXJIHIlLIB aT

to sprinkle

gaze

to form fours

splash

meeting

to sob

-!;Limitations r-.ispecting voicing apply to all Russian clusters, initial,

medial, or final. For this purpose, Russian consonants are to be
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divided into sets:

"Voiceless" : p?ttkkffssx% "60c C
1 1 J 1

"Voiced" : b b d d g zz 11,r*
, /

"Indifferent" : mmnnl 1 r r y
I / / I

Omitting a few special complications, it may be said that

within any cluster: if the last consonant is "Vo/,iceless" it is

not preceded by "Voiced"; if the last is "Voiced" it is not

preceded by a "Voiceleseii)

The phonemes 1/v/ and (Vv/ are "Indifferent" as far as what

may precede them, but they do not precede "Voiceless." The last

consonant of any final cluster must he "Voiceless" or "Indifferent".

In English there is a strong tendency for consonants that cluster

together to be the same as tr, voicing, but for many speakers there' is

no such absolute limitation as in Russian:

19ds/ Hudson E!/dst/ midst Eva ki( vodic.

E!/bs/ Absalom C./de/ width E /t W6;t191

JiIn Russian clusters there are limitations as to where plain consonants

may occur in combination with palatalized consonants, and as to where

palatalized consonants may occur in relation both to plain and to other

palatalized consonants. In general, the only consonants before which

either member of a related pair of plain and palatalized consonants can

be found are, To thii1/1/ and

present an exception in that either one can be found in many other

surroundings.

R., /it/ ConT bolt MIA/ BOJIbT volt

It /1n/ nomm full (short ft /in/ 6onbila sick (short

form fem.) ' form fem.)

/1C/ tiOnqa remaining M.9.11b1114K boy

silent
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The full details of restrictions respecting p..latalization are

complicated and in some instances show variations among different

speakers.

1-000 conscoapves) terterp(eted as r-Ittricvs

A , involving repetition of the same consonant (gemfnate

clusters)rare found in Russian. In most varieties of English)

repetition of the same consonant is possible only after an intervening

division point 6
.

Oviiima at two HeT Ty -Ka
/attuda/ /it dm/ Net turka)
from there there isn't a Turk

6e33i6mM is Zuni q4e3 3Sr6141
/bizzubay/ /iz diniy/ fteyiz zilbya/

'or- hiy/ toothless through the teeth
,

6eccAnme mis'.:sent 611Z43 cAnoca
/bissilya/ /mis sent/ /b119 s'ilasa/

JP Ji

weaxness near tile silo

Compare also:

bb a666T

nnl-
dd

rioAxxO'HHHK

nn

SS

ZZ

W
SS

Alma

paccon

Hmira

iHI31111111

abbot

saucer to put under a flower pot

N
brine OvIVre

heartburn 4d, np-rb..tlecp-r

inferior

go

<In many cases, however, spellings in Russian which might indicate

double consonants are in fact pronounced as single consonant.
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Certain consonants in Russian may even be -.4N1---A at the ,

beginning of a word:

Vv BB03

zz cagAvi

as counKa

exclir

guK rope

JGeminate clusters do not as a rule occur finally in Russian.

importation vv BBeK never at all
I,

.
from behind zz c 3epHom with a grain

exile ss ccex hind shank

burned down (past It cniin sewed together
masc. transitive) (past masc.)

to the mountain kk K KOM3'r to whom?

Vowel Combinations

In English, vowels do not frequently occur one after the other

without being separated by /. The principal type of exception

to this is found when r/o/ is the first vowel, as for instance in

gnawing. EinSiy, rawer EVrOirip (An exception following e/a/ is found

in some speakers' pronunciation of HawaiO/hiw&iy/i or of Laosa/leows/.)

("In most combinations spelled with a sequence of two vowel letters,

the first nucleus is, in the speech of most Americans, a diphthong

containinge/y/ or (2/w/, e.g.1,eah chactict!Ikeyftik/,

Ohio tiowh&yow/, createeitkriyeyth pRett!/prowit/, duoi2/dtiwow/,

Louise Elliwiyz/,:

4 / t

(II Some Russians say R/n/ in place ofP01); for them )tiri,briburns'

and coicr- 'burned down' both begin the same way, with R/n/1 making

occurrences of this combination considerably more fxaquin frequent.
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In Russian a wide variety of vowel combinations can be found,

although some of the possible ones are not very common. Some examples

are:

.
pypixa B1,.114rpmut
/ruina/ /viigriI/

ruins gambling winnings

n06T Heovg,rta
/poht/ /Dhatkuda/

poet there is no place from which to

I ,
0a3SIC X400
/ohzis/ or /ahzis/ /os/
oasis

)
primordial -Chaos

...

6r4Orpacp CT6MK
/biOgraf/ /sthik/

biographer

naYK
/pahk/
spider

Hao BaKyym
/naabhm/ /vhkuum/

at random vacuum

(It is to be noted that after vowels,K/yi/ and Pi/ are in

contrast for some speakers but not for others. In any case they are

spelled the same (z) as for example in

CT611T CT6LIK
/stOyit/ /sthik/

is worth stoic

nocvrb nom/m*1e
/paytt/ /patstini/

give to drink in truth ,;

11, Type?) s F CovIoxesKt ri,et

ilIn both English and Russian there are many cases where different words

having the same basic stem (or the same affix) are found to show differences

in the form of that stem (or affix). Some of the more important and more

regular of these will be mentioned here.
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In both languages there are changes of vowels when the stress

is at a different place in a word. In English these involve mostly

the substitutions of one of the obscure-vowel nuclei for a full=--

vowel nucleus.

define /diyfeyn/ definite /definit/

patriot /peytriyit/ patriotic /peytriyetik/

aroma /irewmi/ aromatic /ertmktik/

brigade ibrigeyd/ brigadier /brigidtr/

aboli01 /4 bST;s7 owl ;-6-c,1 toLtre+
record (verb) /riykerd/ record (noun) /rekird/

attribute (verb) /itrtbyiwt/ attribute (noun) 1 ktribyuwt/

arithmetic (noun) /trtemitik/ arithmetic (adj.) /eriemetik/

(Full vowels occur in stressed syllables, and elsewhere most

frequently in the second syllable preceding the stress, but many

other patterns also occur.)

In Russian a more systematic pattern prevails: by and large

.0
after plain consonantsli

1ia/
and /kit)/ are both replaced by unstressed

I(/a/; after palatal consonants stresse-11(ie/ AVO/ &e/ P/1/ are all

replaced by unstressedki/; afterflii/iVg/Pic/ in most cases /o/

11 /4/ Rth are replaced byRii/, though for some speakers is also.)

(See also pp. 59-62 of this MS.)



TOM /t6k/ / TOKOB /talc6f/
threshing flour (Fen. pl.)

TaK
so

it.bk/ TaKOB
such

/taR6f/

MROO /10sa/ tincycal /iisn6y/
meat of meat (adj.)

turf
/horn/ ,rtepKoamm /Oirntivay/

of turf (adj.) (or - iy /)

(Sena /Olay/ 6enOK 4116k/
white (or -iyl) white of an egg

.
JIKCT
leaf, sheet

/list/ YIVICTOBKa
leaflet

/list6fIce/

Ncd Ban

chewed (short form
masc. past participle)

meerb
six .

/Eovan/

/teq/

NteB6Tb
to chew

necTO1
sixth

rEivAk/

/tist6y/

501B /Eif/ XCHBOK givOy/
lalive (short
form masc.)

xikp
heat

/rear/

living (adj.)

Ntapa
high Lemperature

//a

/EarS/ or AirS/

<Russian stems - and most affixes - have the same spelling, as a rule,

whealr the vowels in them are stressed or unstressed)

The consonants in Russian which belong to airs--orie "viceless and

the other voiced (cf. (pp. 51-52 of typescript) and (pp. 1045 of typed).

will be found replacing each other, in accordance to the sequences in which only one sor.
. .

. ..
C,00) cOirkr.

.Only the voiced ones can occur before Ph/ kV

glz1 KA/ gri.,/, whether or not separated by g/ / - as between

w0415

adjacent words ( this does not appWwhen the are in separate

phrases) Only voiceless occur before another voiceless consonant or

I,
at the end of a phrase or before Nu / except when fl( w / is

followed by one of the voiced consonants listed above.
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Illustrative examples:

Unvoicing:

/b/ apa6bt

/v/ ronoBu

Id/ umcitnu
/

/d/ Arum

/z/ cnea6
A/ II opseNce4

A

Arabs

head

Swedes

uncle

tear

Norwegian
man

/p/ apg6Ka

/f/ roncisKa

/t/ umenKa

/t/ anbita
)

/8/ cnd3xa

AI nopsexivi

Arab woman

(diminutive)

Swedish woman

(diminutive)

(diminutive)

Norwegian
woman

Voicing:

/p/ Kpenna grew /b/ Kpen 614 would grow stronger

stronger (masc.)

(past fem.)

/s/ pocnt5. grew up /z/ poc 61,1 would grow up
(past fem.) (masc.)

/k/ nexnEf. baked /g/ n8K 6t1 would bake
(past fem.) (masc.)

/x/ cEana dried up by/ cox 6m would dry up

(past. fem.) ' (masc.)

AI nmub as soon as ri/ nmub 6b1 if only

.The spelling is not usually changed in such cases except for 3 and c

. e . .

in prefixes: 6e3rpeitiMm, m sinless 6ecKpoBlibm ploodless

A regular alternation in English comparable to this is the

difference in certain affixes depending on whether the sound which

precedes is voiced or voiceless.

cubs /kAbz/ cups /kAps/

ribbed /ribd/ ripped /ript/
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Plain and palatalized consonants also are found substituting

for one another.

X614 X el-14

/zinc/ Aine/
wife (dative)

itecy Hear
/n1V1/ /nTsSt/

., ,

I
,
carry carries

(3rd. sing.)

xpoBb tcp6BHa
/kr6f/ /krOvnay/
blood of blood (adj.)

Hp° B14
/kr4ci/
(gat.)

ABe]ab ABeRtIa

/1Y611 /dverca/
door (ditanutive)

This is not directly comparable to anything in English. There
fic/ Eicy/

are sporadic alternations of. with , but these depend largely

A
on position of stress:

circuit /stfridt/ circuitous /sirhy4wttis/

solution /siliAtn/ soluble /sSixibtl/

penurious /pinflriyis/ penury /peatriy/

(Many pronounee/ny/also in penurious.)
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In certain forms in Russian another type of alternation is found:

k
/

C IIJItKaT b to cry neatly I am crying

g I
/

cnyra servant
f

onylicy I serve

x I
,naxa'rb to plough

,
natuy I am ploughing

tq) C 11,71aTATb to pay
.

nnagy I am paying

d(d)
v
z XON ITI) to walk X0)1(3" I walk

v
z(z) z peaam to cut peNcy I am cutting

v
s(s) s INIFICEI.Tb to dance =MY' I am dancing

v
at, sk S., 113reTLITb to allow nyuli I shall allow

VICKriTb to seek 1,11,5; I am seeking

C
e

:c c KOHOLI end xcHtay I am finishing

In similar circumstances after labial sounds g/1/ is inserted:

e .

Pq) TpenaTb to worry Tpennio I am worrying

b(b) J1}0611TID to love mo6n6 I love

m(m) a Apemnp5Apevrb to doze I am dozing

f(f) rpt4b to graph rpacim() I am graphing

/ .
to catch 3101371E0V(11.0 .110131,1Tb I am catching

In English there is a somewhat similar type of alternation before

claim suffixes:

t (I) legislate legislature (legislation)

d 10) procede procedure (invade invasion)

s I press pressure impression

v
z z seize seizure revise revision

1.4



Conflicts in the Stress Patterns of Loanwords "9

The principal cases in which the placement of stress in words causes

' interference between the two languages are in words which have been

borrowed into each language, but with the stress on different syllables.

Russian often differs from English by having final stress or in

feminine nouns ending in N/a/ ( a or fl )' stress on the syllable before

_

the last.

CTy,g4HT student aliT01.1106;1/11) automobile

.
marmIT magnet Allarolianb diagonal

.
Lonnps.. m aspirin Tenecxon telescope

HetiTp6n neutron meTeop meteor

aTmocc)epa atmosphere Tenerpamma telegram

excTSma system Temnepanipa temperature

6aTepen battery uennionO3a cellulose

(French, with automatic final stress, has exerted an influence on the

stress of many learned borrowings. The feminine nouns often correspond

to words which have a final "mute e" in French.)

The suffixes - vicT and ../4314 are inherently stressed in Russian:

IIIIIITBVICT linguist aTaBV3M atavism

onegmansicT specialist Kam-im6an63M cannibalism

In Russian the stress is often on the middle syllable in a three",---

syllable word where the corresponding word in English has initial stress.

.
haptirpacD paragraph xapaKTep character

napnameliT parliament a.BTOSyc autobus

CHHOHVIM synonym

,--

The stress in Russian is onRia/ in words ending in -aTop.

op6Top orator anufTop aviator

KoncruipaTop conspirator 141-1,11141(6.TOp indicator
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Pairs of words in which the Russian suffix -mn corresponds to

the English suffix also suffer a stress dislocation:

AemoxpaTmn

history 3 H6przsi

democracy alonomm

energy

biology

The learned borrowings common to the two languages of course

involve many other lacks of parallelism beside differences in the

location of stress. Often Russian spelling is imich more reminiscent

of an English word than is the pronunciation. Such partially si, ilar

words lend themselves easily to being pronounced by the English Darner

of Russian in a partly English manner, particularly as to the vowel

sounds")

((There are also frequent correspondences in the forms of related words

which somewhat hinder recognition of the common origin.

r6crimTanb hospital xapaliTep character

omBtvrop equator aBTomaT automat

EBp6na Europe nervraii neutron

.
mmionOrmn mythology meyati methane

winsimp cylinder but CanTiim4Tp centimeter)

Russian and English habits differ in regard to the usual pattern

of stress for reading abbreviations.

CCCP /yes 'es es qr/ U.S.S.R. ( es es °Art

In English, the name of the first letter of an abbreviation is

pronounced with greater prominence than.tne middle letters, which is

not the case in Russian.

rtuprosil
As was poini.ed out in previous chaptets, Russian has & phoneme of

phrase emphasis W, comparable to English/5°i.



In Russian the occurrence ofK/e/ with some word before the last one

in a phrase is one way of providing Pmphasis. The order of words is much

freer in Russian than in English, and another way of providing emphasis is

to put words in a less usual order. Different word order makes in many

cases a less violent change in a sentence than does a shift in the position

of the phrase emphasis.

In accordance with this, there is a difference in the patterns of

occurrence of Russian gm and English 79/. In circumstances where word

order is not fixed in Russian it is different word order which by and large

corresponds most closely in meaning to the shift of ei5)/ in English,

while a different position of M°/o/ in Russian is more nearly equivalent to

a recasting of the phrase in English.

Thu*s:

Cryawr oTpeolgn.

OTB01441 CTY°A6HT.

OTY°A4HT OTBetan.

OTBe°44n OntatiT

The strident was 0.6swering.

The 0stUdent was answering.

It was the 0saidentk,

C'who was °Answering.

°insweringi

was what the °strident was doing.

Shift in the position of the phrase emphasis is not so common in Russian

as in English, where it may take place for no stronger reason than that the

final element in a phrase is something rather to be expected, as in

The °tAlephone rang.,


